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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Objective
This report describes a design technique which, it is hoped, will be
useful in the design of automatic control systems. It has been motivated by
an interest in flight vehicle control systems, but is not limited to such
design situations. The philosophical viewpoint that underlies the develop-
ment is one that postulates that the best design is the simplest one that is
capable of meeting the requirements of the operational use of the vehicle or
other controlled member. The connotations of the term "simple" include the
engineering considerations of cost, weight, reliability, maintenance, and
whatever other .factors that influence the decision of accepting a given de-
sign. The techniques being described here however, deal only with the system
design aspects that synthesize a system configuration to the level of detail
needed to meet static and dynamic performance specifications. As such, these
are analytical techniques, and the definition of simplicity is then taken to
be the use of the fewest sensors and feedback paths with practical constraints
upon design parameter values, the least complicated information processing,
and/or the use of sensors or other equipment which may be aboard the vehicle
because of unrelated vehicle operational requirements. Although analytical
optimization methods are employed, the concept of an optimum system only has
validity as referring to whatever system the purchaser is willing to buy,
and not to a system that is defined by a mathematical functional.
There is nothing startlingly new about such a concept. Indeed any
successful operational system must have been designed under conceptionally
similar ground rules. Hence there is some reservation about engaging in an
activity which may only be adding still another technical report to the
shelves of unread literature. But it may be that while some individual organi-
zations may have developed similar design procedures in-house, their availa-
bility in the open literature may be severely r3stricted, and others may find
features of the work described here to be adaptable to their own needs.
1
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1.2 The Design Procedure
The design procedure is summarized more precisely in the following manner.
It is assumed that the operational mission requirements specify the static and
dynamic performance required for the automatic control system in such a manner
that the response of the closed-loop system to a step input can be inferred.
It is expected that such a specification will also give a tolerance boundary
defining at least the minimum acceptable level of performance, and it may
include a desired performance level together with acceptable deviations. The
designer then decides upon the simplest design configuration that previous
experience or practical considerations suggest can provide the control desired.
If a closed-loop control system is desired, this will in general require at
least one sensor and a means of combining signals and feeding an actuation
signal to a control effector of some kind. One also denotes those design
parameters which need to be numerically specified (e.g. an open-loop gain).
The design method then determines the best performance achievable with this
configuration and provides insight into what additional complexity should be
provided in the next design iteration if the best performance of a given
configuration fails to satisfy the operational requirements. Practical
constraints upon the range of values of the design parameter are included.
2
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The design is iterated until the necessary sufficient level of complexity is
reached at which the performance specifications are satisfied.
The reader will recognize such a process as one of parameter optimization
of a fixed configuration system. So what is new? Realizing the futility of
claiming that one philosophical approach to design is in some sense better
than another, one may be limited to answering that question by stating that
the reader of the report may hope to find:
(a) a description of the reduction to practice of the parameter optimi-
zation technique for both continuous and digital control systems,
(b) illustration of the techniques by typical flight control system
design examples,
(c) the use of a performance index with certain features that are
easily relatable to physical interpretation and which has been
found to result in satisfactory design of flight control systems
(d) an emphasis upon using in conjunction with the computer optimiza-
tion program the useful classical control techniques to provide
insight and interpretation of optimization design results some of
which at times can be totally unexpected.
1.3 Relation to State Feedback Control
It is well known that one can design a linear feedback control system
using the results of optimal control theory. The theoretical solution to the
general control problem is the use of complete state vector feedback. If all
the states are not directly measurable, various state estimators have been
proposed to obtain signal representations of the missing states. While such
a design procedure will result in control systems that have acceptable per-
3
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formance, the technique inherently results in the most complicated system
configuration. For example, the control system for a flight vehicle which
considered an 18th-order representation for the vehicle with 4 control
effectors ended up with 72 feedback paths. One usually cannot accept such
complexity, and although various designers have developed their own pro- 	 d M
cedures and rules of thumb, there is little in the way of a straight-forward
method for reducing the complexity. Performance indexes are also used, but
there tends to be an arbitrariness about the choice of the performance index,
and this re-introduces the trial and error nature to the desi gn process which
the theory had hoped to avoid.
This report does not intend to belittle the optimal control approach.
Rather it emphasizes the alternative approach of starting with the simple
and evolving toward the minimum complexity system, instead of starting from
the most complex and having to reduce it to a practical embodiment. In the
hands of capable designers either approach should be successful, and one
cannot argue for one over the other except upon philosophical grounds. It
was hoped that direct comparison designs could be investigated. Unfortun-
ately those who have used optimal control to design systems which are more
than trivial examples seldom report their results in the available literature
in sufficient detail that the required system description data can be ob-
tained (and without typographical errors). Thus, this report lacks such
comparisons to its detriment.	 .
1.4 Organization of the Report	 f
The primary effort under this program has been the development of the
required digital computer programming and its check-out through application
4
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to typical Might control design examples. It is only through extensive
applications that one can uncover the subtle programming errors which exist
in any complicated program. Correction of such "bugs" is often a time con-
suming process in itself. As was true in this case, this may necessitate
0
	 taking entirely different approaches than were originally taken. All of
r
	 that history of experience has not been reviewed in this report, and the
programming described pertains only to the final version.
Because of its key importance a discussion of the performance index is
presented in Section 2 together with the evolution of its present interpre-
tation. The evaluation of the performance index and a summary description
of the computer program is presented in Section 3. Typical design applica-
tions are presented in Section 4. A general summary and recommendations
are presented in Section 5.
5
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2. THE MODEL PERFORMANCE INDEX
In any parameter optimization process a criterion must be established
that defines the optimum parameter set, and such terminology implies that
there is one desired parameter set which is better than all others. In
I
the design of automatic control systems there is no such thing as the optimum
i
system which can be specified in any quantitative fashion. Rather, there
	 j
are many designs which provide acceptable levels of the various capabilities
of interest, and the choice between competing designs is made on the basis
of many technical and nontechnical trade-offs. Even in the area of those
performance characteristics which can be quantitatively determined, there is
a tolerance band defining acceptable performance, which means that many
different parameter sets are equally good.
To take advantage of the computational capacity of the digital computer
however, it is convenient to establish a mathematical criterion of optimality.
one such device is called the Performance Index and is customarily taken to
be a quadratic functional. In using a performance index, one needs to estab-
lish somehow that when the performance index criterion is satisfied the
system operational performance will meet its specifications. In light of
the foregoing remarks, there is no exact transformation of operating specifi-
cations into the mathematical functional that one should use. Thus one can
only try likely looking performance indices and examine the resulting designs
for acceptability.
It was for the purpose of suggesting a performance index that would have
	
r
a greater probability of leading to successful engineering designs that led
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Rediess (reference 1) to formulatg the Model Performance Index. This index
has the advantage that under certain constraints placed upon the manner of
specifying acceptable performance, the mathematical form of the performance
index is established directly by the specifications of desired performance.
a
This is a great advantage, and the use of the index has been shown to lead
to acceptable system designs. It must be kept in mind however that it is
only a design tool that serves as a means of expediting the overall design
procedure, and one must be prepared to make design iterations so that the
final design meets all of the design objectives.
indeed, several mnAi "citations to Rediess's performance index have been
made during the course of this investigation. These were made primarily
to expedite the computational process, and they do not change the basic
concept. This section of the report will define the Model Performance Index,
discuss the modifications made and the reasons for their, and summarize the
general features of its use.
2,1 Definition of the Model Performance Index
The Model Performance Index was proposed by Rediess in References I
and 2 as a means of introducing engineering specifications into a mathematical
optimization process of selecting system design parameters. He defined it as
(PI) -	 (xTa a x) dt 	+ r (A-0 W Axe )	 ( 2-1)
0 -- — —
where
v	 x	 is the augmented state vector representing the system's transient
response; order (n+l), where n is order of the system
I
a	 is the vector of coefficients of the characteristic equation of a
8model augmented by zero elements to the order (n+l)
r	 an arbitrary weighting factor
A% is the vector of differences in state variables at zero time
W	 is an arbitrary weighting matrix which Rediess proposed to weight
only the Q lower states, where k is the order of the model.
The system's transient response, given by the lowest order state variable, xl,
is defined as the difference between the system's step function response
and the steady state value of that response. The higher order states are the
successive derivatives of the transient response up to and including the
nth derivative, where n is the order of the system. Rediess showed that if
one augments the system's state vector by adding the nth derivative as an
additional state, a system's transient response as a function of time can
be viewed geometrically as a trajectory lying within an (n+l)-dimension
hyperplane in state space. This hyperplane is perpendicular to an (n+1)-
dimension vector, a, whose components are the n coefficients of the system's
characteristic equation augmented so that the (n+l) component is 1.0. This
merely recognizes that the step function transient response is given by the
autonomous equation
xTa=0
when appropriate initial values for the states, x-0 , are specified. These
initial values then include the effects of the step input and the zeroes,
if any, of the system's transfer function. The trajectory plane is called
the characteristic plane of the system.
The assumption is then made that the operational requirements for the
control system can be transformed into a specification upon the dominant
a	
^^
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features of the step function response of the system and therefore of its
unit impulse response. The Laplace transform of that unit impulse response
thereby defines a transfer function of an equivalent system which would meet
the operational requirements. This equivalent system can be called a "model
for the system". viewed itself as a dynamic system, the model's transient
1
response is represented by the autonomous equation
_T'
 a = O
ILt
That response can be considered to be a trajectory in state space lying
within the hyperplane that is perpendicular to the augmented coeff:.cient
vector of the model. That plane is the model's characteristic plane.
Figure 2--1, taken from Ref. 2, illustrates these geometrical concepts for a
a
second-order system and model.
The orientation of the system's characteristic trajectory plane is
determined by its coefficient vector, which in turn is a function of the
system design parameters. Thus the process of selecting a set of design
parameter values is equivalent to orienting the system's characteristic
plane in state space through modification of the components of the coeffi-
cient vector.
The second term in equation (2-1) includes the effect of the initial
mismatch between system and model trajectories in state space. For systems
and models that have no zeroes, the initial values of the lowest order
transient states of system and model will be -1.0, and the initial values of
all higher order states will be zero. The initial difference in states,
AR will then be identically zero, and minimizing the model performance
index will involve only the integral term of equation (2-1).
The integrand in the integral term of equation (2-1) is the square of
9
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a linear combination of the state variables. The weights given to the various
	 'I
i
state variables are the coefficients of the characteristic equation of the 	 !.
reference model and are thus numerically specified once the model has been
designed from the operational specifications. If the system and model had the
same order, it is seen that if the coefficients of the system's characteristic
equation were made equal to the model coefficients the integrand would become
zero and the system and model would have identical transient responses. The
integrand is the square of the quantity, (xTa), which geometrically is the
projection distance of the system's trajectory onto the model's characteristic
plane. Therefore minimizing (PI) is a process of orienting the system's char-
acteristic plane so that the time averaged square value of the projection
distance of the system's trajectory onto the model's characteristic plane is
minimized.
If the model is of lower order than the system as is usually the case,
minimizing (PI) tends to cause the lower order system states, up to the order
of the model plus one, to approximate those of the model. In this case there
will still be a mismatch of the trajectories at the initial time, and this may
be large. If sufficient design freedom is available, the time duration of the
mismatch can be made arbitrarily small, and the contribution of this initial
portion of the phase trajectories to the (PI) will be neglibible. With only
limited design freedom, the initial mismatch may bias the optim:.zation proce-
dure, and this effect could be a factor in one's choice of an acceptable model.
Note that the initial response of the system or model is governed by its high
frequency behavior.
When either or both of the system and model transfer functions have
zeroes, the initial starting locations of the transient response vectors (or
11
trajectory) in state space will differ even if the two characteristic planes
are coincident. The added term in the (PI) in equation (2-1) permits one to
trade-off the matching of the trajectory at the initial time and the projec-
tion distance in state space.
2.2 Importance of the Model
In the parameter optimization technique utilizing the Model Performance
Index, the model plays the role of the specification of the desired system
dynamic performance. It is assumed that one can translate the operational
requirements for the system into a statement of the dominant characteristics
that the step function response of an acceptable operating system would have.
It is not necessary that the system should receive step function inputs in
its operating environment. Since one is considering linear systems, it is also
not necessary to start with the step function response characteristics, inas-
much as one can obtain the step function response from other mathematical
representations, e.g., the frequency response or impulse response, by mathe-
matical operations. one is, however, considering control systems for which
one is expecting the steady-state output to be proportional to the input.
That is, the input is looked upon as the desired output. The transient
response of a system whose steady-state output would be zero is excluded in
the present embodiment of the model performance index technique. (Note that
this is merely a constraint of the present computer program which could be
removed if desired).
Since the model in effect is an alternative way of stating the system
specifications, its design should-be independent of the system design choices.
As always, the specifications should include all those dynamic characteristics
12
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that are important to operational success, but no more than those. Therefore
if some particular dynamic effect is wanted, the model design must reflect
that, but otherwise the model should be kept as simple as possible. In com-
•
plicated systems the important dynamic interactions are not always known ahead
of time, so the previous statements do not preclude the possibility of making
model modifications as the design iteration cycle produces more information
and understanding. This may be particularly true in the placement of model
zeroes whose dynamics effects are somewhat more difficult to estimate than are
those of poles.
The model cannot be selected arbitrarily. To do so is to sidestep the
most important part of the design effort, the specification process. In par-
ticular it makes no sense to require the system to perform beyond its capa-
bilities. For example, if there are known limitations to the amount of con-
trol power available which in turn limit the possible output acceleration, the
model design should reflect that. if that is done, the problem of weighting
the control effort in minimizing a performance index does not arise. The
model design inherently provides the desired weighting. This can be seen from
the optimal, control solution leading to complete state vector feedback. If
one can specify the locations of all the system eigenvalues, he then has suffi-
cient information to determine the control effort involved for that desired
system, and he can adjust the desired eigenval.ue locations so as to avoid ex-
ceeding the specified maximum control effort. The state feedback solution
will guarantee that the system responds in the same way, and hence use no more
m	 than the desired amount of control effort.
The model time response, including the time history of those output deri-
vatives of importance, should be obtained and examined prior to the parameter
13
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optimization. This is particularly true if several poles and zeroes are in-
volved, for one's intuitive feel for response characteristics deteriorates
fff 	
rapidly as the orders of the numerator and denominator of the transfer function
increase.
In general if one is attempting to control the characteristics of several
system modes, one needs to include those modes in the model together with
other dominant response modes. A case in paint arises in the case of using
integral compensation for reducing static error. If one feeds the error signal
to an integrator to form a parallel feedforward compensation as in Figure 2-2,
the closed-loop transfer function will exhibit a corresponding pole and zero
Error
Input	 (+}	 I	 (+)	 I
I	 I
I	 I(	 Integrator	 ^
I	 I
i	 INTEGRAL
t COMPENSATOR
Output
To Rest of
Control
System
Compensator 	 Integrator
Zero	 Pole
Alternate	 ^T
Location
Closed-loop	 Closed-loop
Pole	 Pole
Fig. 2-2. Considerations of Integral Compensation in the
Model Specification
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at low frequency. The static error reduction takes place dominantly with the
dynamic lag associated with this low frequency pole. One can usually design
the integral compensation directly on the basis of the desired time available
for reducing the static error to an acceptable level. If the uncompensated
static error is large, the low frequency mode will also be very evident in the
output response as a slow exponential approach to the final value. Assuming
that such behavior is satisfactory under the operating environment, the low
frequency mode should appear in the model. If that mode is omitted from the
model, the parameter optimization process will use the design freedom avail-
able to cause the system to follow what in effect is a faster model. If the
gain of the integrator is a design parameter, the optimization may use the
gain to place the zero associated with the compensator so as to help provide
high frequency response. This may give apparently different results than one
intended and may or may not be satisfactory. An analogous situation is de-
scribed in the illustrative design example of section 4.2.
In the case of digital systems, the program requires the Z-transform of
the model. In general the Z-transform for both system and model will have a
pole-zero excess of one corresponding to one sample delay. Thus M-k) = (n-m).
Z-plane zeroes are more difficult to interpret than p-plane zeroes, and so it
is even more necessary to obtain the transient model response to verify that
the desired model is being used. A further caution is needed arising from the
fact that the Z-transform can introduce zeroes on the negative real axis which
have no direct counterpart in the p--plane. Since model zeroes will appear in
K
the performance index as poles of i(z), a model zero near z = -1 will have
i
the unwanted effect of a low frequency pole in its contribution to (i(t)l2.
1!
In such cases moving the zero near the origin on the positive real axis may
IE
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have a negligible effect upon the model time response and avoid the difficul-
ties in the performance index calculation. (See example 4 in section 4.3.)
Finally, it is to be noted that there are several methods for obtaining a
sample data representation for a continuous component (see References 4 and 5).
A further restriction upon the selection of the model is placed by the
r method of evaluating the performance index as will be discussed in section 3.1.
Except under special circumstances, model zeroes in the right half p-plane
or outside the unit circle in the z-plane are to be avoided.
i
i
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	i	 2,3 Modif-'cations to the Model Performance Index
As has been alluded to in the introduction of section 2, subsequent in-
vestigations have made minor modifications to the definition of the Model
Performance Index. Palsson (Ref. 3) was motivated by a desire to remove the
f
arbitrariness associated with the weighting factor, r, of the initial state
term of equation (2-1). in so doing he derived an equivalent formulation of
{
the performance index which has led to some computational advantages. But the
	
j	 effect of the initial states was still not adequately taken care of, and addi-
tional modification has been made during this investigation to accomplish this
while retaining the Palsson formulation for its computational advantages, It
is to be emphasized that these modifications, which are described in the
tfollowing sections, do not make fundamental changes in the original concept of
1
	
t	 the Model Performance Index.
The advantage of using the Model Performance Index of Rediess is that it
automatically provides the correct weighting factors on the states to be used
in a quadratic performance index. These weighting factors are the coefficients
of the model's characteristic equation. Even without zeroes and with the best
16
matching, the initial state vectors differ when the order of the model is not
the same as that of the system. Using phase variables as state variables is
analogous to using an output quantity and its time derivatives. If the model
k
is of lower order (k) that that of the system (n), the model's k-th state is
nonzero and discontinuous at t = 0 for a step input, while the system's n-th
state is nonzero and discontinuous. Thus one would not expect that the
system's k-th state could be made equal to the model's k-th state at t M 0 by
any design parameter choice.
As has already been noted, the presence of zeroes in the system and the
model transfer functions can also cause the initial orientation of the state
vector of the system in state space to differ from that of the model. If the
model and system numerator orders were k and m respectively, the corresponding
relationships then apply to the (k-k)th and the (n-m)th states respectively.
Thus, even though the dominant response characteristics of the system and
model may be approximately the same, the initial behavior of the derivatives
of the two outputs may be quite different, and the differences are accentuated
the higher the derivative one examines. If the model is of lower order than
the system, projecting the system trajectory onto the model's characteristic
plane in effect neglects the higher order states of order greater than (k + 1)
in the evaluation of the performance index.
When the initial state vectors are not the same, there is an unavoidable
initial portion of the transient response during which the system states are
being readjusted so that the lower order states approach those of the model.
I
f	 Unless there is some operational requirement that places emphasis upon this
I
initial time behavior, one is usually looking for that parameter set which
causes the trajectories of the model and the system to be close to one another
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in .Mate space over most of the transient response time. To the extent that
}
this occurs, the lower order states of the system will then be related to one
another in the same manner as the corresponding states of the model are to
each other. if one had sufficient design freedom in selecting parameters, one
could obtain a good matching of the lower order states over most of the tran-
sient time response except for that initial period of time, which could be
made arbitrarily short. The initial time behavior correlates with the high
frequency characteristics of the system and model, and making the initial mis-
match small in this case is equivalent to matching the low frequency modes
while adjusting the system parameters to place the remaining modes at very
high frequency where their contributions would be negligible.
Modification by Palsson. The investigation by Palsson (Ref. 3) derived the
performance index in a manner that includes the effect of the initial transient
state values automatically while retaining only the form of the integral term
of equation ( 2--1) or
(PI) =	 (_XT a a x)dt	 (2-2)
1
He showed that if one defines an augmented system which is formed by the
original system to which is cascaded a component whose transfer function poles
are the same as the zeroes of the reference model, and then uses as the model
for the optimization of the augmented system one that has the poles of the
reference model but no zeroes, the initial value term of equation (2-1) is
identically zero. Since the added component is cascaded to the original sys-
tent, its presence_ does not affect the stability or .dynamic characteristics
of the original system, not will it contain any design parameters. That such
,e
(2-5)
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an arrangement could lead to a good match between a system and the reference
model can be seen for the case for which the order of the system is the same
as that of the model.. Assuming sufficient design freedom, for the augmented
system to match the re-defined model having no zeroes, the parameters would
be selected so that the system zeroes would cancel the poles of the cascaded
component, and the system poles would become the same as the model poles.
Since the cascaded poles are the real model zeroes, the system transfer func-
tion thus becomes the same as the model's, and the system and the original
model are identical.
Palsson thc.n went on to show that the output error response between system
and model can be generated as the output of a component that has the same
transfer functiun as the model when its input, or excitation function i(t), is
given by
x a
	
(2-3)
The square of this quantity is the integrand of the Model Performance Index.
Therefore the optimization process can be thought of as minimizing
ao
(PI)	 U(t) ] 2dt	 (2-4)fo
or minimizing the square of the excitation function that generates the error
in the lowest order state. Palsson further showed that the Laplace transform
of i (t) is
Gs
 (p:
i (p)= G
m
 (p) - 1 U(p)
Gs is the system's closed loop transfer function
Gm is the model's transfer function.
If Gs - Girt i(p) = 0, and there will be no excitation of error generating
component and hence no error. In order for i(t) to be well behaved, it is
necessary that the ratio (G s/Gm) not have more zeroes than poles. This in
turn restricts the choice of the model so that the excess of poles over
zeroes of the model is no greater than that for the system. Equation (2-5)
permits one to consider the frequency response characteristics of the error
excitation q • iantity. Equation (2-5) also leads to an alternative method of
calculating the performance index as is discussed in Section 3.1.
2.4 Modifications Made During This Investigation
The Initial State Problem. When the available design freedom does not permit
one to place the high frequency modes arbitrarily, the contribution of the
initial transient behavior can be significant even though it may only persist
over a relatively short duration of time. Rediess provided a means of speci-
fying how much weight the designer wished to place upon the initial state
effects through an arbitrary weighting matrix. Although simplifying the
development somewhat, the approach taken by Palsson automatically placed strong
weight upon the effects of the initial states. It has been found in examining
design examples for which the closed-loop system transfer function exhibited
many zeroes which were sensitive to the choice of design parameters that the
Palsson approach did not provide sufficient flcxikility. Unsatisfactory
designs cool, rc sult as the minimization of the performance index traded--off
the low frequency effects of the dominant features of the response against the
high frequency effects associated with the initial state value.;.
To secs Lhis more clearly, one can look at equa*ion (2--4) again for the
performance index.
r
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(PI)	
a	
[i(t)]2dt
v
s
and the Laplace transform of i(t), equation (2-5),
i(p) = [Gs/Gm - 11 u(P)
Substituting general polynomials for the numerators and denominators of the
transfer functions,
bmpm +	 + b1pr + b0 	p +	 + alp + a0
i(P) ^	 - 1 u(p)
P  + ... + a lp + a0
	Rkpk + ... + 
a lp + 00
-^' (2-6)
system	 model
By specifying that the system and model have the same static sensitivity,
b^ = ^Q = 1
a0	 (X0
Considering the frequency response of this error excitation function, i(jw),
it is seen that for it to be zero the first term within the brackets of
equation (2-6) should have a magnitude of 1.0 and a phase angle of zero
throughout the frequency range. The static sensitivity specification insures
this at zero frequency.
When it is not possible that the first term be unity at all frequencies,
the fact that i(t) is an input function makes it difficult to determine how
one would like to shape its frequency characteristics so that the transient
time response will be satisfactory. The difficulty stems from the fact that
i(t) is an excitation function which if applied to a component having the
transfer function of the model causes the output to be the same as the error
response. It is more difficult to specify an excitation function explicitly
21
than an output quantity due to the frequency dependent effects of the compon-
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ent. Since the model transfer function will attenuate the high frequency
r
components of i(t), some high frequency mismatch can be tolerated, but it is 	 1
found that neither zero weighting of the Initial states nor a full weighting
results in a system design that is satisfactory, and therefore that some
intermediate condition is required.
When (n--m) = (k-k), that is, when the model has the same pole-zero excess
as the system, the high frequency value of (GS/Gm) approaches (bm/0k) which
is the ratio of the root locus gain factors of the system and model. (The
root locus gain factor is the ratio of the product of the poles to the product
of the zeroes.) With a step input, by the initial value theorem
b
If the system has high frequency noles, and the model has low frequency zeroes,
(bm/Y can become very large. [i(t)] t+G will then be large and exhibit a
narrow, high magnitude pulse at the initial time. Minimizing the performance
index will then reduce the high frequency magnitude of i(jw) usually at the
expense of poorer low frequency behavior, and the performance index may have
very large values even at its minimum point.
When the system's pole-zero excess is greater than that of the model,
i(t) initially starts at a value of -1, but a high frequency mismatch then
appears as large positive and/or negative swings of i(t) over the initial
transient time, and these can contribute significantly to the performance
index. Note that it is the high order states that contribute the large mag-
nitude terms to i(t). If the pole-zero excess of the system is much greater
22
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than that of the model, projecting the system trajectory onto the model's
plane effectively discards these bothersome states. When the operational
requirements permit one to use such a model, the initial states contribute
little to the performance index, and the Palsson approach is perfectly satis-
factory.
If one were to use a model having a larger pole-zero excess than the
system, (e-k) > (n-m), equation (2-6) indicates that i(t) would then exhibit
impulses. With (k-k) = (n-m), the pulse response associated with the initial
value of i(t) is approaching that condition. For similar reasons Palsson
constrained the model choice so that (!--k) < (n-m).
To summarize this discussion, ove is forced to conclude that if the effect
of the initial states is large, a degree of arbitrariness is introduced into
the design procedure which Ls unavoidable. Those cases are those for which
the operational requirements are such that (Y.-k) is close to (n-m), particu-
larly those cases in which the system zeroes are strongly affected by the
design parameters. Palsson's modification is therefore not satisfactory in
general.
Rediess approached the problem of the effects of the initial sta a mis-
match by adding an arbitrary weighting of the initial error states to the
integral performance index (see equation (2-1)). The weighting factor to be
used was obtained by trial and error upon examination of the system perfor-
mance. The Palsson viewpoint has several conceptual advantages that facilitate
the evaluation of the performance index. Hence it was desirable to modify
the Palsson approach to achieve a similar means of weighting the initial state
effects. Three such modifications have been examined. The first takes advan-
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tage of the tact that the higher order derivatives are neglected when
(n--m) > (1-k). The second considers modifications to i (.jb)) in the frequency
domain, and the third considers modification to i(t) in the tine domain. The
first two were developed as a result of examining a simple design example,
while the third perhaps better lends itself to more complicated design situa-
tions.
The example will be introduced at this point to motivate the remaining
discussion. Consider the simple example shown in Figure 2--3. The system is
1put *	 Gain +	 Gain
qi	
Pt	
_	 P2
+ Output
+ q 
Integrator t­t­91 Integrator
.i
Closed-loop Transfer Function: G ( P) = 	 (+ * p) 2
ap^-pz
`ue	 n
Ztmn=P2 	wn =P1 P2
Fig. 2-3. Simple Second-Order System Example
second order, and the closed-loop transfer function has a zero at -1.0 rad/sec.
Assume that the only design freedom is the choice of the two gains, P 1 and P2,
so that the parameter choice can change the system closed-loop poles, but the
closed-loop zero remains unaltered. Further consider that the system require-
meets state that the closed-Loop step function response should approximate
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that of a second-order model with no zeroes, a damping ratio of 0.7, and
undamped natural frequency of 1.0 rad/sec. Since the model has no zero, a
perfect match cannot be expected. However, it is not unreasonable to investi-
gate what parameter choice would best approximate such a response and thereby
also determine how large a deviation between system and model would occur
under the best design conditions. As this situation has been posed, the
model has a pole excess of two, while the system only has a pole excess of
one. The requirement that (X-k) < (n--m) is not satisfied, and the performance
index (Equation (2-4)) cannot be evaluated. It would appear at first glance
that a zero added to the model at -100 rad/sec would permit the pole excess
requirement to be met with only a negligible effect upon the model step
response. A check of the step response of such a model indeed showed that at
no time did the response differ by more than 0.5% of the steady
-state value
from that of the original model which is shown in Figure 2-4, and hence to the
scale of that plot it would be barely distinguishable from the model response
shown. At t = 0 the velocity would be 0.01 instead of zero. Using such a
model the error excitation function, i(p), be.ame
2
_(p^1)	 (,p2i(p)	 n	 100 	 + 1.4p + 1) - 1 1	 (2-7)(p2 + 2 ^wnp + 
w2	 (p + 100)	 P
where w= P1P2
2^Wn 
r P2
Applying the initial value theorem,
i(0) = 100 W 2 - 1	 (2-6)
The factor of 100 was introduced by the "negligible" zero, and even though
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this initial value would decay rapidly with the dynamics associated with the
pole at -100 rad/sec, its contribution to the integral of the square of i(t)
was significant. The minimum performance index using equation (2-4) occurred
with P i = 0.119 and P 2
 = 0.382, and its value was large. The syster.'s step
response for these optimum parameter values is also plotted on Pigure 2-4 as
curve 0 . The average error between system and model was of the order of
30% over the response time of the system and occurred predominantly as a low
frequency, sluggish resfnnse. The system response time was approximately IS
seconds, and thf^ initial value of the error excitation function was 11.
The example illustrates the difficulty introduces' by the initial mismatch
of the system and model state vectors. The optimized system displayed a closer
match of the initial state vector at the expense of poorer subsequent matching
of the state trajectory. In examining these results it could be argued that
the difficulties arose from the introduction of a zero to the model. in order
to satisfy arbitrarily the pole-zero excess requirement. With (9-k) = 1, the
zeroeth--, first--, and second-order states contribut p tc the performance index,
and the zero at --100 caused the latter state to have a large initial value.
Modification 1. A modified procedure was suggested at this point to a•-oid.
using the arbitrary zero and still in effect reduce U -k) of the model.
(Changing the model to a first order model was ruled out on the grounds that
the model reflected requirements for the operational use of the system, and one
therefore could not change its dominant characteristics.) Examining equation
(2-5), it is seen that it makes no difference mathematically which transfer
function is associated with the model and which with the system. 'hie could
imagine that the system is fixed and that one is adjusting parameters in the
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model so that the state trajectories match. Thus one can evaluate the per-
formance index keeping (k-k) < (n-m) by merely interchanging poles and zeroes
of the two transfer functions. Using the pole-zero excess as a test, it is
easy to instruct the program to make such an interchange. Doing so and using
the original model, the program interchanged the role of system and model and
I
optimized the choice of Pl and P2 . The resulting parameter set was: P1 = 0.44D
i
and P 2
 = 0.868. The optimum performance index value was smaller by a factor
f
of 7, and the step response presented in Figure 2-4 as curve O is seen to
be a much better match between system and model. The comparison between model
and system velocity for this case is also shown. To see why such a design was
rejected by the optimization program in the first example, one can examine
what i(t) would have been using the second optimization results for the system
but the original model with the "negligible" zero. Doing so, the initial value
of i(t) was found to be 43, and that was also the high frequency gain i(jw).
The first optimization is seen to have reduced the high frequency gain to 11
and sacrificed low frequency behavior as evidenced by the step response of
Figure 2-4. P. satisfactory design was obtained in the second case by taking
advantage of the fact that with (Q-k) < (n-m) in the interchanged situation,
the highest output derivative was neglected in projecting the "system's"
trajectory onto the "model's" characteristic plane. This interchange feature
has been left in the program since it does permit one to design a system to
approximate a model which had a greater pole-zero excess.
This alternative procedure has a different constraint however, and
hence it does not in general remove all of the difficulties associated with
the initial state effects. Since the performance index will diverge if any
pules of i(p) lie in the right half plane, one cannot have right half plane
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zeroes in the model, for the model zeroes become poles of i(p). This
further menas that if (1-k) > (n-m) and the above model - system interchange
is attempted, difficulties arise if the system can have right half plane
zeroes. Such cases are common with aircraft control systems, and the
airplane rudder coordination system examined in section 4.3 is an illustra-
tive example. Although one could restrict the computer program so that right
half plane system zeroes were not permitted as a result of the design para-
meter selection, it is not clear that the resulting airplane control system
design would thereby be improved, and indeed it is conceivable that the
system design would be unnecessarily complex. Therefore if system right half
plane zeroes are to be permitted, another approach ir. needed in order to handle
the initial state transient problem.
Modification 2. One notes from equations (2-5) and (2-6) that the performance
index is zero if G s/Gm is identically equal to unity. Since zero error is
not possible nor is it necessary, one could state that satisfactory perform-
ance would also result if G /G 	 = 1 oxer the low frequency range of
s m p=jam
dominant importance to the operational use of the system. Since one is
primarily interested in having the dominant response Of the system approximate
the model response, the low frequency region could be defined as some low
multiple of the bandwidth of the model. One could then think of adding
compensation terms to i (p) so that G s (jw) /Gm (jul x 1 over t3ie frequency
range of importance and so that little amplification occurred outside that
Frequency range. If this can be done by the addition of poles or zeroes
outside the bandwidth of the model, than approximately the same dominant
response would be expected. Examining equation '2-5), it is seen that one
F
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could either add poles to the system or zeroes to the model in order to
attenuate the high frequency characteristics of i(p). To avoid dynamic
interaction, poles added to the system would need to be cascaded outside of
any feedback paths. It is probably conceptually easier to think of this com-
pensation in the form of adding zeroes to the model rather than of adding
poles to the system.
The magnitude of the frequency response of G s/Gm is presented as
curve OA in Figure 2-5 for the first optimization result (with the zero at
-100 added to the model). There is significant error at both low and high
frequency. One can see however that an improvement of the low frequency por-
tion over the bandwidth of the model by increasing W n of the system as in
curve O would cause a much worse high frequency mismatch. In selecting the
system of curve (D , the optimization procedure had traded-off low frequency
response in order to improve the high frequency response. Curve O was
obtained using the system that resulted in the second optimization (modifica-
tion 1) with the model having the zero at -100.
One notes that in the example cited the ratio of the compensation
zero location to the model bandwidth was approximately 100, and this intro-
duced the high frequency problem. In an iterative sequence of computer runs
varying this ratio, it was found that using a zero whose characteristic fre-
quency was five times the model bandwidth resulted in essentially the same
optimum model-system match as did the model-system interchange technique. The
frequency response corresponding to such a choice is shown in Figure 2-5 as
curve O	 The higli frequency response was greatly attenuated. Thus, the
technique of compensating i(p) so as to be approximately equal to 1.0 over a
desired frequency range is one method of handling the initial state effect.
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It requires a certain amou,ig of iterative cut and try as did the original
Rediess technique.
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Fig. 2-5. Frequency Responses of GS/G m, Second Order Example
mWification 3. The Modificat=ion 3 alternative is to recognize that the an-
wanted frequency behavior of i(p) translates into the init.ia.l portion rif tip,
time history of i(t). one can screen out this initial contribution of i(t)
to the performance index by starting the integration at a tines sonowh,it
gx(^ater than z-rn. This can be done by specifying a lower irtokjr, it]r limit.
,.Ti the perfci !!i jnr'F, index ;r that
:A
(PI I ==	 t i(t) ] 2 d
	 (2-9)
s
1I
where PILLIM indicates the performance index lower limit.. Selection of the
lower limit is a trial and error process. In the ^x.,mp) r r1c.,- 	 that has been
considered above, a lower limit of 0.02 seconds results i ii :oe . .,
 i t + tiie same
system as that of modification 1 and the step resFtiart o -; , .own t^ f'rcTurc , ',!'-4 as
curve 0
	
This lower limit was found by an iterative sequence of runs varying
PILJIM until an acceptable design was achieved. Tn both modifications 2 and 3,
i one needs the constraint ( t-k) < (n-m) . In modification .' t;,#. c.on. pensation zero
satisfies the constraint. In selecting the lower limit cited in the modifica-
tion 3 example, the zero at -100 was used to satisfy the consit.iint.
The use of the lower limit technique is further illustrated by the airplane
rudder coordination example discussed in section 4.3. There the initial state
effects appeared with (Z-k) = (n-m), and no zeroes had to be added to the model.
In that fairly complex example the lower integration choice was somewhat easier
to use than was deciding how to compensate the frequency response of i(p) because
of the presence of right half plane system zeroes. This is even more evident
when considering digital systems. There, the frequency response would necessi-
tate looking at the W--transform which is an added complication.
An Alternative Possibility. Filially, it is to be noted that using a quadratic
performance index gives strong wei;ht to the initial value of [i(t)) . Some
preliminary work has indicated that using the absolute value of i(t) R 'ay accom-
plish the same thing as the lower limit on the integral. This would be a more
difficult computational operation, but it would be worth investigating.
The modifications that have been made to the Model Performancr^ index are
thus seen b) !,l alternative ways to take into account the initial state term
of Fquation (2-1). Tfie iterative, trial and error nature of Oealing with this
'2a
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term is still. present. The modifications are re-coitmenderl for computational
convenience. The €undawental concept of the Model. Performance Indsx remains
unchanged.
2.5 Normalizing the performance index
The performance index as given so far has been expressed as
w
(PI)_
	
[i(t)]2dt
	 (2-10)
fPILLIM
The objective of the optimization process is to determine that set of design
parameters which minimizes (PI). In that sense the magnitude of the minimum (PI)
is unimportant in determining the desired parameter set. To ignore the quanti-
tative value of (PI) however would seem to discard relevant quantitative infor-
mation descriptive of the performance capability of the control systems which
should be helpful in comparing different system designs.
In the form given by equation (2-10), the magnitude of (PI) wo,zld vary with
the characteristic frequency scaling, or bandwidth, of the system. That is,
two systems whose respective poles and zeroes differed in frequency by a scale
factor would have minimum (PI)'s which differed only by that scale fa(-tor, and
compared to their respective scaled models would be considered to have the game
performance capability. To remove the effect of tii..^ or frequency scaling, -'n(
needs to divide by some reference time, 
`I(ave) over which i(t) could reasonarly
be expected to differ appreciably from zero. This could be some multiple of the
step functior response time of the model. To express the result as a time
average, one would then want to take the square root.
When viewed as Pediess developed the performance index,
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(2-11)
order of the model should also affect the magnitude of the minimum performarce
The quantity, (xTnt)/1111, is the projection "distance" from the phase trajec-
tory to the model characteristic plane. However the components of the state
vector
T	 M
x = [x, x, x I ...,x ]
do not have the same physical dimensions, and hence the concept of "distance"
has an ambiguous meaning. The quantitative value of the performance index is
distorted by the scaling selected.
For systems and models without zeroes and for a model of lower order than
that of the system, i(t) has an initial value of -1.0 and a final value of
zero. Thus the root-mean-square time average of i(t) relative to 1.0 is an
approximate interpretation of the numerical value of the performance index.
The presence of zeroes has been seen to distort the initial time response, some
portion of which needs to be discarded in the (PI) evaluation by selecting
PIIIIM. Hence one could take as the performance index
00	 1
(P I) = T 1	 [i(t)12dt2 x loo
(ave)	 PILLIM
(2-12)
in per cent and expect that for a desirable matching of the model and system,
the value of (PI) from equation (2--12) would not pxreed 5 to 10%.
Further work should be done in this area so that the quantitative value of
the performance index will have a more recognizable significance. Since one
is comparing system and model state space trajectories in model space, the
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1index. Just. how these aspects enter and affect the comparison of different
system designs is still unclear. If the quantitative significance could be
clearly established, the magnitude of the (PI) could be used to define accept-
able performance deviations and thereby establish parameter tolerance margin
specifi--ations similar to the gain margin or phase margin specification that
deal with stability margins. one could then investigate the use of compensa-
tion to widen the parameter variation over which acceptable performance would
be obtained and thereby decrease parameter sensitivity.
2.6 Multi-Input Case
The multiple input design situation has not been examined in any depth in
this investigation. if the various inputs are related in operational, use, no
particular difficulty arises. An example is the laLt~.^:al control of an airplane.
The airplane response depends upon what inputs are fed to the aileron and to
the rudder, but if one postulates that the rudder input is to be coordinated
with the aileron input to achieve an acceptable rolling maneuver response, one
can look upon the overall system as receiving a single roll command input. U
there is more than one output for a system, one may use several models and
associate different sets of the design parameters witr a particular output and
its modelled response. The airplane lateral control provides an example in that
one may use a roll angle model in optimizing feedback paths to the aileron
while using yaw angular velocity in optimizing feedback paths to the rudder.
In these cases an iterative design procedure is encountered in which first one
parameter set and then the other is optimized, and the process repeated until
a satisfactory design evolves. (Such a process co ,ild of course be made auto-
matic on the c omputer if any advantage would t:herebv accrue.) As has been
^	 ,i
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emphasized previously, the design of the model employed is of pride importance
in achieving practical design results. Under the assumption of linearity, of
course, any non--linear coupling effects for a multi--output case have been
excluded from consideration here.
3. COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES
To perform the parameter optimization, extensive numerical computations
must be made which makes mandatory a computer program. A FORTRAN IV program
has been written for this purpose. There are two versions, one for continuous
system design and one for digital system design. This section describes the
method of evaluating the performance index, the system representation, the
digital control system techniques, and the general features of the program. The
detailed program listing has not been included, but it can be made available
upon request.
3.1 Evaluation of the Performance index
Continuous Systems. Following the viewpoint of Palsson, the unnormalized Model
Performance Index is
(PI) =	 Ci(t)]2dt	 (3-1)
a
where i(t) is the input to a component having the same transfer function as
the model and whose output will be the same as the error between the model and
system outputs. The performance index can be evaluated explicitly from the
inverse Laplace transform; of i(p). The latter can be written
G (p)
i(p) W Gs (p) - 1 P
	 (3-2)
m
Since the input to the system is taken to be a unit step, u(p) 	 -. Then i(p)
can be expressed as the sum of its partial fractions as
1i
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l(n+k) R.
(p) = E _ 3
7-1 P P
(3-3)
where
n = number of poles of the system
	 -
f
k = number of zeroes of the model
O
pole of the system for j = 1 to n i
Pj =
Izero, of the model for j = (n+l) to (n+k)
and
1
Rj
 -	 ( (P-P ) ' i (p) (3-4)
__
(	 l p=p j
:Vote that under the assumption that the system and model have the same static
static sensitivity, the term associated with the input pole at the origin is 1
i
identically zero.
	 Taking the inverse Laplace transform
n+k p.t
Ei(t)	 _	 Rj e (3-5)
j=I
If the real part of p j
 is less than zero, corresponding to a stable system,
_	
n+kn+k
	
Ep , +p .) t
[i(t)] 2dt =	 E	 L RjRi e	 3	 dtf0 (3-6)0	 j=1	 i=1
n+k
	 n+k	
R.R.
1f,^(PI) = -	 -1 (3-7) i
j =1	 i=l	 Pj+pi
Therefore by calculating the residues knowing the poles and zeroes of the system
and the model transfer functions, the performance function is readily calculated
from equation	 (3-7).
M
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Digital  Systems. In the case of digital systems the discrete version of the
performance index becomes
CO0 N
^	
2(PI) E	 [i(q)]	 ` T (3-8)
q-0
where	 T	 is the sample period
4i (q) i (qT) , q = integer
In a manner analogous to that of the continuous system, the performance index
can be evaluate6 from the inverse Z-transform of i(z)
r,	 (z )
i(z)
	
= 1GS u(z) (3--9)
where	 Gs (z) = system Z-transfer function
Gm (z) = model Z-transfer function
u(z) = Z--transform of a unit step, 	 z- 1
z
Expanding i(z) in its partial fractions
i(z) Gs(z)	
1 1
Z
_
G	 (z)	 (z-1)	 z-1
m
n+k	 R
j=l	
z - pj
where
	
n	 = number of pores of the system
k	 = number of zeroes of the model
system pole for j = 1 to n
	
located in the
Pj
model zero for j = (n+1) to (n+k)
I
z--plane
and
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_	 G	 (z)
R^_ ;(z-p^) -1-
	
(Z-1)(	 ^
(3-11)
m	
zy^]
Under the assumption that system and model have the same static sensitivity, the
(z-1) term vanishes.
Performing the inverse transform of equation (3-10),
n+k
i(qT) _	 E R^ (p j ) q (3-12)
j=1
2(PI) = T	 [i(gT)1
q=0
O9	 n+k
1:
n+k
= T Rj ( 3)q Rj (pi)q^q--0	 ]-1 i-1
n+k
	 n+k	 °"
Fa= T E 
2:R. RJ
(3-13)
l3=1	 1=1	 q-0
For stable systems 1p j l < 1
and
n+k n+k R, R.
(P I) = T E E 1` 1	 (3-14)
7=1 i=1 1-pip]
Thus, by calculating the residues from equation ( 3-11), one can obtain the
performance index from equation ( 3-14).
3.2 Placing a Lower Limit upon the Integration in the Model Performance Index
If instead of equation (3-1), one defines the performance index as
(PI) = fa [i (t) j 2 dt
	
- E
n fin"` R. R 	 (p +P ) a
E (p1 3 ) e 
i
	
i=1 j=l +
	
J
3
(3-15)
(3-16)
Thus, to use a lower integration limit, the exponential term is added inside
the summation.
The analogous case for discrete systems is
n+k n+k
	
CO
(P1) = T E E RiRj t E ( pip i ) g ^	 (3--17)
j=l i=l	 q-a
where the lower limit is aT and a is an integer. Then changing the index of
the final summation,
n+k n+k
	 °O
(PI) - T E E RiRj (pipj )a ^E (pipj)q)
j =1 i=1	 q-4
for Ipipj i < 1.4
n+k n+k
	
	
aR R (p.p
(PI) - T E E i 7 
i i) 
	
(3-18)
j-1 i=l '-pipj
3.3 The Computer Program
i
Design synthesis through parameter optimization is feasible only with the
use of a ] az r.re digital computer. The programjrirn, effort devoted to the devel-
opment of a suitable computer program was by far the largest component of the
workperformed under this grant. While the calculations are not particularly
complex tfooretically, there are many arithmetic operations required, and the
l
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inaccuracies associated with the finite word length of the computer required
many programming modifications and software design iterations before a rea--	 ! ,'
i
sonably useful program was obtained. These accuracy difficulties increase as
the order of the system being designed increases, and a program that produces
satisfactory results for low order systems may still break down as ev^r higher
order examples are attempted. The present program has been checked out for
example de:;igns of continuous systems of as high as 18th-order and of digital
systems as high as 10th--order with satisfactory results, it is dimensioned for
30th-order systems. Computation time increases rapidly with order of the system
as one would expect,
General Pro ram Organization. Two separate programs, both of which use some of 	
1
the same subroutines, have been developed
	 one for design of continuous systems
and one for digital systems. Figure 3.1 presents a generalized flow diagram for
the computer program applicable to both programs. The basic function of the
program is to evaluate the performance index for a specified set of design para-
miters and to vary the design parameters to search for that set which minimizes
the performance index. one can specify the maximum number of iterations, (ITMAX),
that one wishes a given computer run to use. This permits one to examine the
design results in situations in which the convergence to the minimum is very
9
slow to see if the design is adequate for practical purposes without excessive
computation cost. By setting (ITMAX) to zero, the performance index can also
be evaluated for a specific set of design parameters since only the initial
i
calculation will be made before the stopping condition is encountered.
To evaluate the performance index, the development presented in section 3.1
i
is used. Thus one needs to form the closed-loop transfer function of the system
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Fig. 3-1. Generalized Flow diagram for the Parameter
Optimization Program
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for the specified values of the design parameters. There are of course several
ways of obtaining the transfer function. This program first forms the systeu,
state equation for the closed-loop system in the standard form
x = A x+ B u
Y -Cx +D u
'Faking the Laplace transform, the eigenvalues of the A-matrix are ther, found,
and these are the poles of the system transfer function. The zeroes of the
desired transfer function are obtained in a similar manner as the c4q,rivalues
of a matrix resulting from algebraic manipulation of the numerator determinant
of the transfer function (see section 3.5). Having the closed loop transfer
function, the performance function is evaluated from equation (3-16). This
requires computation of the step function response residues.
While it is possible to obtain an analytical expression for the gradient
of the perf,,rmance index, it was considered that a simple approximation wo ld be
adequate and less expensive in computation time. The gradient is the partial
derivative of the performance index with respect to a particular design
parameter. This has been approximated as
a(PI) ., A(PI)
aP i APi
where n(PI) is the incremental change in the performance index obtainedl for an
incremental charge, AP i , in the parameter. The parameter change used is ±1%
(see st-cti .)n ;.6 fnr accuracy considerations) .
The minimum performance index point is searched for using a modified
gradient sear^_h algcritbm. While some of the more elaborate search algorithms
r^
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were investigated*, no significant advantage was found from their use. This
results from the fact that for practical flight control design situations the
convergence time with this algorithm is rapid enough that with present day
computation speeds the computation costs may be no more than input-output
charges. This of course would vary with the charging policy of the particular
computation facility being used. In any event, there would be no inherent
difficulty in using a different search algorithm with the rest of the program
if one desired to do so. From the gradient values, the incremental changes
(or steps) to the parameter are computed subject to any user supplied con-
straints, and the whole process is repeated with the new parameter values. The
process continues until a stopping condition is encountered or until, the maximum
number of iterations is reached.
After a stopping condition is reached, the final parameters are individually
changed by 50% and the performance index is calculated. This provides an indi-
cation of parameter sensitivity. The step function response of the optimized
system is then computed and tabulated.
The continuous system and the discrete system programs differ only in the
detailed differences between the continuous and the discrete representations
of the system. For example, the model is specified by its Laplace transform
poles and zeroes for the continuous system, while for the discrete system the
Z-transform poles and zeroes are specified.
3.4 Continuous System Representation
Since the design parameters that are to be optimized can occur at any point
* For example, those available in the IBM Scientific Subroutine Package.
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in the system, a flexible method of system representation is reu..uired. The
grout am achieve::; that in a manner essentially the same as reported in refer--
t
wiser 6. Each continuous component is represented by its transfer function.
F.ach transfer function in turn can r» represented as a series cascade of first-
ox second-order components with first- or second--order numerators. In addition
	 -r
summation points and gain elements are needed. For a multi-input rnmponent
	 1',
c::Iuh es the flight vehicle, it is possible to specify its state equations
rattler than 1t.s transfer function as input data. One then prepares a block
diagram arrant;biq the elemental units or blocks in any configuration one wishes.
All signal paths are numerically labelled, or assigned sW--scripts, as are the
state variables, if any, associated with any element. Identifying names, input
and output signal subscripts, and state variable sul.asc-ripts for the components
are read as part of the data input. Using summation Points, anv arrangement of
feedback of feedforward paths can be specified. The design parameters can he
any of the gain elements or the time constants or dynamic paramerterz of the
elemental blocks. During the search process constraints can be placed upon the
parameters. For example if the pole and zero of a lead compensator were design
parameters, a maximum, value for the ratio of pole to zero could be specified
if that were desirable. For digital flight control systems, the design para-
meters can occur in either the digital or in the continuous section of the
system.
z.5 Cigital Systems
System Configuration. in a digital flight control system sore or all of the
information processi p iy takes place in a digital computer. Ana?^.g to digital
conversion is first. needed to convert the analog signals from the sensor system
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Iinto digital format for computer processing. The outF-it from the computer is
generally the set of input command signals needed to actuate the control surface
servos. The latter are analog devices, and therefore a digital to analog signal
conversion is also needed.
The system synthesis program that has been developed in this .investigation
I.
permits one to specify a general control system configuration of the type shown
by the functional block diagram of Fiyure 3.2 In that figure the information
I.
1
Disturbance
Forces
INFO. PROCESSING SYSTEM
	
I	 Control
Forces	 ControlledInterface	 I	 Control	 Member
	
Command I	 and	 I	 Force	 Controlled	 Motions
Input	 I	 Analog	 Generating	 Member
Signal	 I	 Signal	 i	 SystemDigital
	
Processor
Signal	 f
	
I	 Processor	 I
	
I	 I
	
I	 I
Sensor
I	 System
	
I	 I1
Fig. 3-2. General Digital Control System
processing system which connects the sensor system to the control force gener-
ating cvsty ', ncludc, both analog and digital processing sections. To suggest
further the tonctional nature of th e various devices, Pi qure 3. - provides a
sornwhat more: detailed elaboration of Figure 3.2. Various filters are indicated
to denote signal processing and summation which can occur in either the analog
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Input
Signal Motions
r
Fig. 3-3. Typicol Aircraft Digital Control System
or the digital sections, although there may not be the physical separation of
equipment shown by the diagram.
State Vari:vble Representation. From a mathematical modelling standpoint the
system is described by the relationship of various continuous state variables
and various discrete state variables. Symbolically, the mathematica:t block
diagram of Figure 3.4 suggests this, although the correlation with the nhysicai
devices is thereby obscured. The continuous system elements are represented by
an nc-dimensioned state vector, x c , and the discrete system elements by an
nd-dimensioned state vector, xd. The input to the system enters the digital
section, and I-lie inputs to the continuous element section are considered to be
the outputs of zero-order hold devices at the digital to analog interface. only
one sang) inu ate is assumed.
It is convenient to represent the combined system by a set of discrete
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Discrete State Variables= 6d
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Fig. 3-4. Mathematical Block Diagram of a General Digital Control System
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difference equations in which the variables denote the values of the system
quantities at equally spaced time intervals. To obtain such a set of equa-
tions, consider the continuous section of the system of Figure 3.4 to be
described by the differential equation
^
dxc
dt } = AC + B cu	 {3-19?	 ^^
I
with initial condition x (0) = x
-c	
-0
R
	
rth-dimension vector input to the continuous section
x
	
n th-dimension vector of state variables of the continuous section
c
A	 • x n - matrix of coefficients
c
	
c	 c
B
	
• x r -- matrix of coefficients
c
	
c
Since u is the output of the zero order holds,
u(t) = u(k), for kT < t< (k+1)T	 (3-20)
where `i' is the sampling period of the digital section and the simplification
in notation, u(kT) E u (k), has been used. The various signal paths are given
by
yr = Cxc + D!u	 ( 3-21)
where the matrices are appr,-,p,riately dimensioned de pending upon the number of
y signals that are of interest.
The digital section is described by the difference equations
xd (k+1) = Adxd {k) + Bd i (k) + B  yc {k)	 ( 3--22)
1	 2
u(k) = Cdxd (k) + Dd i (k) + D  y (k)	 (3-23)
T	 1	 2
where xd = nd-th dimension vector of state variables of the digital section
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u(k) = output signal vector of the digital section which is the
input to the zero order holds at the digital—analog interface
The Dd matrix represents those output feedback. path: which are processed in
2
the digital information section and modified only inmag,,itude but not in
phase. Those which also receive dynamic compensation are represented in the
Fad matrix. The input signal, i(t), is chosen to ho a step function so that
2
t < 0
(3-24)
1.0	 t > 0
Discrete Representation of the Continuous Section. It is convenient in
analyzing this overall system to obtain a discrete representation of the con-
;
tinuous section giving the state variable values at the sampling time of the
digital section. Making use of the state transition matrix
xc (k+i) = Ocxc (k) + rcu(k)	 (3-25)
where
A T
Oc = e 
c	 (3-26)
fT  A (T-'C)
^' =	 e 
c	 k3 dT
	 (3-27)
C	 C
Letting x denote the combined state vector
x
X =
	 (3-28)
these equations can be solved to obtain the discrete state equations for the
overall system.
Substituting equation (3-23) into (3-21),
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iI
yc - Ccxc
 + Dc{Cdxrl + Dd1 
i + Dd 
2 Y"-}
	 ( 3-29)
yL = U - D c D d }-1{Ccxc + DcCdxd + D c D d i)	 (3-30)2	 1
and
u=Cdr+Dd i
1
+ Dd2 {Y - DyDd2}-1{Ccx + DCCdx^ + DcDdli}	 (3-31)
These can be substituted into (3-22) and (3-21) to obtain discrete state
equations of the form
(3-32)
y(k+l) = C x 	 + D iW
The state variables, x, and the signal quantities, y, of equation (3-32) may
or may not be directly observable physical quantities. This depends upon the
particular mathemaical modelling which is employed, and that is often chosen
on the basis of expediting the mathematical analysis. The system output quan-
tities of interest to the designer therefore may be some of the y i signal
points or may be combinations of them. In any event the output quantities
will be linear combinations of the state variables and of the input to the
system.
Various techniques are available for obtaining the state equations (3-32)
for the complete system. if the development presented previously is followed,
a matrix inversion occurs in equation (3-30) when Dc is not zero. 	 typical
i
case is a normal acceleration control system for an airplane. The lift due
to elevator deflection produces an output indication proportional to the control
input. The computer program used in this study avoided the matrix inversion
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by forming tf^e discrete state equations (3-25). The entire continuous section
can then be i7epiesented as a single component of a system whi- h now is made
up of discrete components. There may be several signal pa.ths leading into
and/or out of that component. The overall discrete system representation is
then reduced to obtain the overall state equations.
In obtaining the discrete version of the continuous section, equation
(3-25) shows that the state transition matrix, 0, and the convolution integral,
P, are needed. Several methods of evaluating the state transition matrix were
examined. The best numerical accuracy was obtained, at the expense of greater
computation time, by an analytical evaluation of the time response through
the inverse Laplace transform. Since a zero-order hold is assumed, the control,
u, is constant over one sample period. Hence r involves the integral of the
state transition matrix which is easily found in the same procedure.
Letting
O (t) = eAt
q5(p) = (pI - A ) -'	 an n x n matrix
Then eAT = .P_
1 { 
1P
 
(p) } 
I
also	
If 
eAhdh= P
-1 {P ^(p) } _
0	 t T
The (ij)th element of	 (p) can be denoted
O
ij	 D(P)
j
W	
Risk	
(3-32)
k=l Pk^
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swhere	 Nij(p) = numerator polynomial of the (ij)th element
L(p) = system's characteristic polynomial
Pk	= system poles, or eigenvalues of the matrix A.
From the definition of the inverse of a matrix,
Nij (p) = (-1)'x'3 x determinant of (adjoint (PI -A))ji
where the (ji)th element is needed so that the transpose of the cofactor
matrix will be obtained.
For purposes of programming for computer evaluation, the needed (ji)th deter-
minant can be evaluated by taking the matrix (pI-A) and replacing the ith
column by a column vector having its jth element equal to 1.0 and all others
zero. The expansion of this determinant will be the cofactor of the (ji)th
elements.
In the matrix (pI--A), the Laplace operator occurs only in the diagonal
elements which are of the form (PI-a ii). Thus the cofactors of the diaron.:l.
elements, i = j, will be of order (n-1) while those of the off-diagonal
elements will be of order (n-2) or less. By determinant operations each of
the determinants needed for the N ij (p) terms can be arranged in the form
c11 -c12
	
p-c22 	 -c23	 ...
0 P-c22 
-c23	 ...
	
-c32.	
P-c33	 ...
0 
_c32 p-c33
This latter determinant is of the form c ll (pi-C), and the roots of the poly-
{
nomial Nij(p) are given by the eigenvalues of C. The inverse transform of
I
equation (3-32) is
	 j
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3pkT(e 	 - 1)
k=l Pk
(3-3G)
it jpkt
Oi7(t) = E Rijk e
k=1
whence
n
Oij (T) - I:Ri 
jk ejpkT
k =1
(.3-34)
To evaluate the (bij, one then needs the residues, R, jk . These are readily
evaluated from the poles and zeroes of OiJ as
aijk =	 r ij (P)	 ( 3-35)
P=Pk
The poles are obtained as the eigenvalues of the A matrix, and the zeroes are
the eigenvalues of the new matrices, C ij . The appropriate gain factor must
also be calculated in the process. When the continuous section contains inte-
grators, some of the 0 i elements may have multiple poles at the origin. if
there ar• ! s poles at the origin, the partial fraction expansion will also
involve the derivatives of
P, Oa j (p)
up to the order (s-1). The program presently permits a maximum of two poles
at the origin in the continuous section.
The residues needed for the integral of the transition matrix are obtained
by dividing each of the above residues by its associated pole, since
f
^r
eAt_ 3t -.P
-1 f i O(P)}
o	 I t=T
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This method of evaluating (P and r thus involves calculating n2 sets of
numerator polynomials, the associated zeros and residues aiad results in long
computation times for high order systems. The accuracy has been acceptable,
however, for the aircraft flight cor;:rol systems examined to date. Note that
if there are no variable optimization parameters in the continuous section of
the control system, the computation of the discrete representation of the con-
tinuous section need only be performed once during an optimization run. In
that case, which may be the more common case for future flight control systems,
the computation time penalty remains a small fraction of the total computation
time.
3.6 Numerical Inaccuracy Difficulties
The method of evaluating the model performance index that is being used
was arrived at after several alternative methods encountered inaccuracy diffi-
culties that were not successfully surmounted. It cannot be claimed however
that the present technique is inherently more accurate, for perhaps a more
sophisticated programming capability than was available would have solved the
problems.
The fundamental impediment to achieving satisfactory optimization results
is the numerical inaccuracy of the ' calculation of the value of the performance
index and its gradient. In all of the methods so far investigated, one
encounters at some stage the equivalent of summing a set of large numbers
whose sum is a very small number. in the process many significant numbers
are lost, and one eventually encounters the limit of significant figures
imposed by the finite word length of the digital computer. Thus, even though
one may need only 2 or 3 significant figures in the values of tM final
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optimized pa ar,tter set, a much hiqher level of precision iF rF-quired in the
intermediate calculations. To a large extent this results from the use of
a gradient search algorithm. One can encounter region q
 of parameter space
where the gradients are small even though one is nct near enough to tho optimum
point. if the gradient inaccuracies predict tho wron(T algebraic sign, then a
corresponding parameter step will proceed away from the cptimum, and to avoid
excessive computer time usually some sort of stopping condition is encountered.
It is r^si-imated that the present program calculates the performance index
with an inaccuracy of one part in 10 5 . Since the gradients are computed as
first order differences due to incrementing the parameters, one desires to use
small increments. One percent parameter increments are used. If the parameter
change produces a performance index change of less than the estimated inaccu-
racy, 5% increments are used. If this also fails, the gradient is wet to zero,
and no change is made in that parameter for the next iteration. The maximum
component term in the performance index computation is printed out so that onu
can check the accuracy of the listed values.
The programming used by Palsson involved matrix inversion whose inaccu-
racies ultimately cause ,? it to be abandoned (see Ref. 7) in favor of the
present technique.
Thus the numerical inaccuracy associated with making the very large number
of arithmeti ., operations must be constantly guarded against. It will no doubt
cause trouk-!.e with very large order systems. Rather than resort to more ele-
gant computational procedures, it is felt that simpliciations to the design
techniques could be made t1:at would proceed in the direction of making sure
that negligible effects would either remain negligible or would be removed
altogether so that the resulting system designs would possess the maximum
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utility. This , is an area for future development.
The numerical inaccuracy problem is compounded by the difficulty in
assessing a physical meaning to the value of the performance index (see sec-
tion 2.4). If one could be assured that a certain value of the performance
index meant that the system response (under some agreed upon definition of
the word "response") approximated that of the model to within say lob, then
one would only need to carry the optimization to that level without too much
concern for what the exact mathematical optimum might be. However, the Model
Performance. index weights a number of states of the system that depend upon
the order {_)f the model, and it has not been shown that two designs with the
same performance index value exhibit the same degree of model-system matching.
The normalization discussed in Section 2.4 is an attempt in that direction,
but results are inconclusive.
Thus, one is plagued by the uncertainty in knowing whether the optimum
reached on a computer run is the best one can achieve or merely the one limited
by computational inaccuracies. As in any design task, it is recommended that
one perform a parameter- sensitivity analysis on the final design to insure that
a practical system has been obtained.
S P,
t
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4.	 DESIGN EXAMPLES
11
This chapter presents several design examples of the use of this Para- 1
meter optimization technique.	 All of these are flight vehicle control systems.
i
The f 4 rst illustrates the reduction in system complexity possible with a Para-
meter optimization approach compared with the state variable feedback approach
for an airplane pitch damper system.
	 The second example is the design of a
i
i
digital C* fly-by-wire system in which nine flight conditions have been con-- ..^
sidered.	 Next a lateral -directional aircraft flight control system is examined
to illustrate the use of two design parameter sets to satisfy separately the
roll and sideslip requirements.
	 Both continuous and digital systems are con-
sidered.	 Finally the design of a compensation filter to phase-stabilize a l	 y
body bending mode for a launch booster vehicle is considered.
	 The highest
a
order system is tenth order.	 Sensor dynamics and control effector dynamics
have been illustrated.	 The effect of sampling frequency is briefly examined in
the lateral control system example.
4.1 Pitch Damper Example
The design of a pitch rate damper system for an airplane provides an
example of the design simplification that a parameter optimization approach
permits in comparison with the state variable feedback solution of. the optimal
control technique.
012timal Control Design. The well known theoretical result from optimal control
theory states that one needs to measure all of the state variables and feed
all of these signal indications modified by suitable gains to each of the
control effectors. For a high order system such a system configuration is
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unnecessarily complex since one can never specify the desired performance in 	 i
i
sufficient detail that the so called "optimum" solution can be defined. in
general, performance specifications only express acceptable performance
tolerance boundarie:3 within which the values of performance measures should
► 	 -- .
lie.
With the design freedom that state variable feedback provides, one can
place the eigenvalues of the system anywhere in the complex plane one desires.
If one knows what the closed-loop zeroes will be, one can specify the desired
closed-loop transfer function and solve for the feedback gains needed to match
its exactly. One can denote the desired transfer function as a model, and one
of the requirements of the model specification in this case is that its order
be the same as that of the system.
Consider a pitch rate control system for the F-S airplane. For a flight:
condition of Mach 1.1 at 5180 meter altitude, the state equations for the air-
plane are given in Appendix A as flight condition 2. The control system using
state variabla feedback then consists of sensors to indicate the state variablee,,
amplifiers to adjust feedback gains and add signals, an elevator servo to posi-
tion the elevator control surface, and the airplane as shown in Figure 4.1.
The corresponding block diagram is shown in Figure 4.2. The elevator servo is
assumed to be a first order lag whose state equation then is
-12.5 6 + 12.5 d 	 (4-1)
c
wtiern 6 c is the input signal to the servo. Since the elevator deflection, d,
is another state variable, provision must be made for a feedback path from 6
as shown in Figure 4.2. In the figure the loop gains are represented as the
stark sensttivities, S i . These represent overall loop calibrations including
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the static sensitivities of corresponding sensors, ampliriers, and servo. The
input to the system has been assumed to have been calibrated as an equivalent
commani pitch anqular rate, 6 C . The feedback signals are assumed to be sub-
tracted at the signal summation points. The complete: sy 3trm state vector, x,
then is
W
X =	 Ei	 (4--2)
^S
Although one can solve for the feedback gain matrix by matrix operations,
it is easier for this simple system to use block diagram reduction making use
of the airplane transfer functions. The Laplace transformation of the state
equations yields the transfer functions
G	
T --179.8(p +-162.8)_	 (m/s)/rad.	 (4-3)
	
A[d,w]	 p2 + 2.196p + 71.73
'	 GALS 	
241.73(
  p + 1.722)
	 ( sec) 
-1
	 (4-4)
p + 2.196p + 71.73
The closed-- .loop transfer function then becomes
-521.6(p + 1.722)Se
flc p
3
 + a 2 p 2 + alp + a0
where
a2 - 2.196 + 12.5 S'
al - 71.73 + 27.45 s^ - 1128 Sw - 521.6 S'	
(4-6)
a0 - 896.6 SS - 183500 Sw - 898.5 S0
I = 1 + Sid
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one needs i.o specify a model transfer function. It is known that the
airplane pitch rate zero will also be a closed-loop zero, and hence it can
be a model zero. From experience one expects the pitch rate feedback to
increase the oscillatory mode's damping ratio, probably increase the natural
fr(iQuency r,r lmewhat, and increase the break frequency of the real model.
,'S•r^i cal values of these quantities for the model, might be
I,m 	 ).5	 aim - 9.0 rad./sec.
Heal polo. at -15 rad/sec
As a practical :,ystem only the oscillatory mode characteristics would be of
,l ,
.;minant importance, so the choice or the real mode location has been arbitrary.
: , ince that choice will affect the values of the feedback gains, there is an
element of trial and erxor in the design procedure which is not readily apparent
from the theoretical development of the optimal, control theory.
Using the suggested model, the model transfer functions became
705.3 (p + 1. 722)	 (4•-7)
` 'm - p3 + 24p2 + 216p t 1215
cane can then compare the system and model, transfer functions, equate polynomial
coefficients, and solve for the required static sensitivities. Hence
S6 = 0.744
S  = 2.84 x 1 . 0-3 rad./(m/s)
S' = -0.191 sec.
The model step function response is presented in Figure 4.3 as the dashed
curve. The ^.ystom step response will of course be identical to it.
One can un , ier-t_i v
 i what the feedback configuration is accomplishing by
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Fig. 4-3. Step Function Response of the Pitch Damper Systems.
examining the variation in the system open-loop modes using root locus dia-
grams. Considering the inner loop first, the servo feedback shown in Figure 4,.
increased the bandwidth of the servo from 15 to 21.8 (rad/sec). Considering
the w loop next, one notes that the gain value that was specified was positive,
which from Figure 4.2 ±.ndicates that a positive angle of attack (positive w)
would call f_or a negative $ (trailing edge up). In servo loop parlance this
is positive feedback, negative open--loop gain, and tends to be destabilizing
in the sense that it reduced the inherent airplane aerodynamic static stiff-
ness and hence the natural frequency of the airplane mode. This was necessary
since the subsequent closure of the pitch rate loop increased the natural
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frequency. The root locus of Figure 4.4 shows this. The real mode changed
very little and is not shown. The final loop closure is also shown on
Figure 4.4, and it placed the closed-loop poles in the desired locations,
primarily through an increase in damping ratio of the oscillatory mode. The
frequency of the real mode was reduced to that specified by the model by the
final loop closure.
A Parameter Optimization Design. The state variable feedback configuration
required three sensors with the associated summing amplifiers unless some
form of state estimator were to be used. The dynamics of the sensors have
been neglected in the above analysis. in a practical implementation of a
pitch damper system, Figure 4.5, the input to the system would be the pilot's
mechanical input to the elevator servo. This would be summed mechanically
with the output of a series servo driven by the feedback signal configuration.
Only a pitch rate gyro is needed as a sensor, and to reduce the effects of
the damper system upon the pilot's stick force characteristics a high-pass
filter is customarily required to null the steady--state value of the feed-
back signal. Figure 4.6 is a mathematical block diagram of such a system.
One needs to select the feedback static sensitivity and the value of the
time constant for the high-pass filter. The rate gyro is assumed to be
second-order and the series servo dynamics are negligible. dote that a
state variable feedback analysis would have required additiondl feedback
paths for the states associated with the gyro and the filter.
Using parameter optimization and the same model as previously specified,
:;atup, of the gain and the time constant were found to be
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T = 0.187 sec.
Comparison of the system responses for the two designs is presented in Figure
4.3. The two are not identical, but the differences have no practical signi-
ficance. This design is simpler and includes several practical requirements
omitted in the first design. The root locus for this single loop configura-
tion is presented in Figure 4.7 with the optimized closed-loop poles indi-
cated as small squares.
It would have been difficult to anticipate that such a closed-loop pole-
zero configuration would have provided as good a matching of system and model
as it did. If one could have done so and used it to specify the model, then
of course the state variable feedback technique would have led to the same
design. The parameter optimization approach permitted one to examine the
performance capabilities and limitations of the simplest system configuration
that previous experience had indicated might be satisfactory rather than
presenting one with the most complex solution which then usually would need
to be made practical to implement through some process of simplification.
In the example cited, the simple configuration was adequate. Ocher
design considerations might have specified some constraint on the design
parameters such as a value for the desired filter time constant. For example,
if one specified that T must be 1.0 second, the parameter optimization showed
that the best value of loop gain still did not result in a satisfactory system
from the standpoint of too low damping of the oscillatory airplane mode.
Thus one would need to provide compensation, and the natural next step was
to investigate the use of a lead compensation filter. The parameter optimi-
zation of the loop gain and lead filter time constants readily led to a
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system having essentially similar time response characteristics as obtained
with the first design. The program permits one to perform the optimization
specifying parameter constraints, such as a maximum time constant or a maximum
ratio of pole and zero of the lead filter if one so desires.
4.2 C* Control System
Another example of an aircraft longitudinal control system is a C* fly-by-
wire system. Using a suitable controller, the pilot generates a command signal
which becomes t-u ,
 input to a full authority automatic control system. The
system produces a pitch angular velocity and normal acceleration proportional
to the input command signal. A linear combination of these quantities defines
the C* quantity as
C* = -0.102 a + k
z
where
(4-8)
a  = the z--axis component of the incremental acceleration in m/sec2
6 = incremental pitch rate in rad/sec
k = arbitrary constant expressing the relative weighting of the two
terms; in this example k = 10.062 g-sec
The dimensional unit for C* is numbers of g, the acceleration of gravity.
C* has been proposed as a handling qualities criterion (Ref. 8) using a
tolerance boundary for a step function C* time response as shown in Figure 4.8.
if one accepts this C* specification as the desired performance for the con-
trol system , one would specify a model whose step response was contained within
the boundaries shown. A further specification was assumed, for illustrative
purposes, which stated that the closed-loop static sensitivity of the system
in terms of C* per unit input command signal should remain constant over the
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flight envelope. it is noted that the latter specification is not required in
order to use the parameter optimization technique discussed in this report.
One could, for example, have required a constant stick force per q specifica-
tion. If one had not placed a specification upon the variation of static
sensitivity with flight condition, somewhat simpler systems would have been
possible. Since a steady--state C* requires that both pitch rate and normal
acceleration are constant, a system that controls either of these quantities
could also b-p calibrated in terms of C*, and the C* criterion could be used
as the design requirement. The pitch damper system previously discussed is
one such system. The parameter optimization technique could then have been
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used to •:xamjne the performance capabilities of the simpler configuration so as
to achieve a design of minimum complexity. An example design sequence of this
type was reported in Reference 9.
Returning to the present example, the static sensitivity requirement nec-
essitated that the system have a C* error summation point and integral compen-
sation of the error. Thus two sensors were required so that C* could be gener-
ated. Since both a  and 0 were then available to the system information pro-
cessing subsystem, these quantities could also be used to fora feedback compen-
sation loops. i+acordingly the system configuration presented by the block
diagram of Figure 4.9 was specified. '
Discrete
Elevator
C* Command	 Digital	 Command
Information
C*(com)	 Processing
Elevator	 Elev.
Zero
	
Command	
Elevator 
Disp.
Order
	 ServoHold
C* Response
^C-Airplane
Indicated
Pitch Rate	 Nor=(	 Pitch Rate
Accelerometer
Indicated	 Normal
Acceleration	 Pitch	 Acceleration
Rate
Gyro
Sampled
Pitch Rate
Analog
Digital
Interface
Sampled Normal
Acceleration
Fig. 4--9. Functional Block Diagram. Digital C* Control System.
This design example is used to illustrate a digital flight control aprli-
cation. A continuous version of the same system has also been examined, and
for sampling frequencies of the order of 30 samples/second the performances of
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the sample data system and the continuous system design were virtually indis-
tinguishable.
The mathematic block diagram for the system is shown in Figure 4.10. The
separation of discrete and continuous system elements is denoted by the digital/
analog interface dotted line. Sensor dynanic lags have been neglected. The
optimization Program permits one to examine the use of digital compensation
filters. The recommended procedure is to begin the design sequence with the
simplest system and to add complexity only as required. Thus the simplest
filter embodiment. is just a constant gain, and for this airplane that was suffi-
cient as will be seen. The trapezoidal integration algorithm was used for the
integration element shown for the C* error compensation (Ref. 5).
C* was formed by combining signals obtained from a normal accelerometer
and a rate gyro. The C* error signal was formed and integral compensation
was used to eliminate any steady-state error. Pitch rate and normal accelera-
tion signals were gain-compensated and summed with the compensated error signal
to produce the elevator servo input command signal. All of the signal pro-
cessing was assumed to take place in a digital computer, and thus sampling
devices were assumed at the outputs of the sensors and the r,riol- command
generating controller.
The design parameters whose values needed to be determined were the open-
loop static sensitivites, S i , of the three control lot)ps and th(- static sensi-
tivitiy of the compensation integrator. The forward loop qai,, has been located
within the acceleration inner loop, so that the design parameter modifying the
accelerometer signal is the sensitivitiy ratio, (SR) a  of the open-loop Cali-
.
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Fig. 4-10. Mathematical Block Diagram. C* Control System.
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overall loop calibrations of the cascade of elements from the aircraft output.
motion through to the elevator surface deflection with the other loops open.
The model was chosen so that its step response was contained within the
tolerance boundaries shown in Figure 4.8. Since the dominant system mode was
the airplane longitudinal oscillation and also since it was desirable to keep
the model simple, a second-order model with no :zeroes was selected. Since
overshoot in C* response is expected and indeed desirable, a model damping
ratio of 0.5 was chosen resulting in approximately an 1P% overshoot. To locate
the time for the peak overshoot an undamped natural frequency of 9.5 (rad/sec)
was chosen. The model poles in the complex plane then were located at
(-4.75 + 8.23j). The digital program required specification of the Z-plane
transfer function for the model. This was obtained from the p-plane transfer
function using the integrating operators of Reference 5 and a sample period
of 0.03 sec. This gave
Gm(z) = 2
	
0.21192z
z - 1.63360z + 0.84522
Poles: z = 0.81680 4- 0.21849]
The model step response is shown in Figure 4.8.
Nine flight conditions for the F-8 airplane were investigated. These are
identified in Appendix A, Table A-1. The aircraft state equations are also
presented in Appendix A. The design procedure followed was: (1) optimize the
4 parameters at each of the flight conditions; (2) examine the optimized para-
meter sets to ascertain whether the flight condition variation could be
suppressed; (3) fix those parameters where step 2 indicates that is feasible;
(4) re-optimize the remaining parameters at the various flight conditions.
(4-9)
__I
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Section 2.2 referred to the effects of integral error compensation of the
type being proposed in this investigation. The intenta ►-or supllie(' the open-
loop pole at the origin needed to insure a zero static error i n C*. With the
design freedom that the four parameters permitted in this example, the paramc14
optimization acted so as to eliminate the need for the integrator. i t did thi•
by causing the airplane to become an integrator by calling for a regenerative
a  feedback loop. The effect of this sign of a  feedback was to redu c-f- the
static stability of the airplane, causing the natural frequency of the oscilla-
tory poles to decrease until they became two real poles, one of which migrated
to the origin, See a similar trend in the root locus for the pitch damper
example of Figure 4.4. Stability of the overall system was assured by the (1
and C* feedback loops. When that inner loop adjustment took place, thr^ compen-
sation integration gain became a ':ery insensitive parameter as one would nxprc,.
Hence the parameter optimization preferred such a solution incorporating a
relatively high regenerative a  feedback.
That solution however may not be attracti-e. The amount of a
z 
feedback
had to vary with flight condition, since the airplane poles were a function of
flight condition. Although it was not investigated, it would seem that it
would be possik-le that the effects of partial system failures could leave the
pilot with a neutrally stable or even an unstable airplane. Therefore, as a
further design modification the a  feedback was constrained to a value which
the previous results indicated would still keep the inner a  loop suable by
itself. This was done by selecting the ratio of the a
z 
feedback yjin ^o the,
forward loop gain to he 0.5. When the remaining three parameters were re-
optimized t.i,e low c{ fliq;it condition required an integrator gain of 1.26 sec- 1
whiie at some- of the other -light conditions at which the aircraft was more of
f	 - !
-,
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an integrator due to the a  feedback, relatively Little integrator gain was
needed. Since the C* specification boundaries permitted a step function over-
shoot, the integrator gain was fixed at 1.26 sec.
-1
 so that the worse flight
condition was covered. The remaining conditions were then examined to determine
if the optimization of the remaining two parameters Lrould satisfy the specifica-
tions.
As an additional simplification, in the final design iteration the rate
feedback path was eliminated (parameter set to zero), and this left only one
design parameter to optimize. The variation of the optimized forward loop
gain with flight condition is summarized in Figure 4.11 as a plot of (SC *)W1
	
2 O	 1-11,
1
1
S C*	 / S. = 1.26 sec.-1r
	
8	
__ 0.5 subsonic(SR) 	 1.76 suFersonic
4	 03	 SQ - 0
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i	 (see App. A for
	
/0 5	 flight conditions)
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Fig. 4-11. Variation of Forward Loop Static Sensitivity with Flight
Condition for the Optimized C* Control System.
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j	 versus dynamic pressure. The step function responses of the resultant designs
for the various subsonic flight conditions are presented in Figure 4.12. For
the supersonic flight conditions, the a z
 feedback sensitivity ratio was increased
e
to 1.76. The step responses for the three supersonic flight conditions are pre-
sented ire. Figure 4.13. The performance specifications were satisfied with a
relatively simple control system. The responses exhibited greater overshoot
than that of the model at most flight conditions due to the closed-loop zero
introduced by the integrator compensations but that only brought the responses
closer to the mid-values of the tolerance boundaries, and that would be satis-
factory.
The design iteration was stopped at this stage. Perhaps further design
simplification would have been possible, since the margin of the responses
relative to the spdcification boundaries was fairly large and could have been
traded-off against reducing the need fox a two-level a  gain variation subsonic
to supersonic. Linearizing the forward loop gain variation with dynamic pressure
of Figure 4.11 would be easy to implement, and a final check of the resulting
performance would need to be made. Note that the parameter optimization approach
permitted one to include several engineering design constraints in a straight-
forward manner. By correlating the optimization results with classical design
I	 tools such as the root locus, one can generate clearer understanding of why
i the parameter selection give;, the performance achieved than is apparent from
i
the computer output of an optimization run alone.
4.3 F-8 Lateral-Directional System
General Features of Lateral-Directional Control. The control of roll angle of
an airplane provided an example of a control system that utilized two control
1
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effectors, the aileron and the rudder. The primary method of generating the
forces needed to change the direction of the airplane's velocity vector in the
horizontal plane is to roll the airplane about its longitudinal axis so that
there will be horizontal component of lift. This horizontal force component
will then produce an angular velocity of the velocity vector, Inat is, a rata
of chancjc of the direction of the flight path traversed by the airplane's center
of mass. Ttic primary control effector for exerting the rolling moments needed
to roll the airplane is the aileron. In addition to translation, the airplan,=
has angular degirPes of freedom, and the angular heading of the airplane's
longitudinal body axis may deviate from the direction of the velocit" , vector
thereby generating an angle of sideslip. The geometrical quantity of impor-
tance in the directional control of the airplane is this sideslip a-agle, which
is defined as the angle between the velocity vector and the projection of the
velocity vector onto the airplane's plane of symmetry. The velocity vector
referred to here is the velocity of the airplane with respect to the air mass.
For reasons of obtaining acceptable handling qualities, it is desirable
to perform rolling
 maneuvers in such a way that sideslip is kept small. If
'Aideslip were kept zero, the velocity vector would remain in the plane of
symmetry as the airplane rolled. To the pilot the airplane would appear to
roll about the direction of flight. If there were a tendency for the airplane
to roll about an axis inclined to the velocity vector by some angle of attack,
sideslip would then he generated as the rolling motion com,erted angle if
attack into sideslip. To the pilot in that case the airplane's direction of
Flight may appear initially to turn opposite to the direction of the turn he
wzsl,-(c to establish. Fur this reason and because sideslip generates side forceF7
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which are less comfortable to the crew and passenger;, sideslip is objection-
able. While minimizing sideslip is usually considered to be the criterion
for rudder coordination, there is evidence that the attendant improvement
in yaw angular velocity is the more important consideration to a pilot (Ref.
10). The primary means for minimizing sideslip is the deflection of the
rudder control. The iL.•udder dominantly produces yawing moments which can be
used to generate the yaw angular velocity components needed to minimize side-
slip when the aileron input alone would cause the airplane to roll about an
axis not aligned with the velocity vector. The process of deflecting the
rudder in conjunction with the aileron is termed rudder coordination.
For small angles of roll the steady--state turning angular velocity is
proportional to the roll angle. If one aligns a set of body axes so that the
longitudinal x--axis is parallel to the velocity vector in trimmed flight (a
stability axis set), the yaw angular velocity component found along the
Z-axis will then be proportional to roll angle. If sideslip is kept zero
during the rolling transient and altitude is maintained, that component of
yaw rate is the only one present, since the rolling motion takes place about
an axis perpendicular to the yaw axis.
The example to be presented is primarily an illustration of the use of
the parameter optimization technique to design a rudder coordination subsystem
for an F-B fighter airplane lateral autopilot. In the process the roll angle
control system was also designed. The airplane has two control inputs, the
aileron and the rudder deflections. Each input produces responses in sideslip,
roll angle, and yaw angular velocity, and therefore one is dealing with a
multi-input, multi-output controlled member. Synthesis of such a control
system is difficult, though certainly not impossible, by classical automatic
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control system design techniques. From a transfer function standpoint,
closing a feedback loop from any output, i, to the first control surface
changes not only the closed-loop poles, but also changes the zeroes of the
transfer function relating a second output, j, to the second control surface
input because of the cross coupling involved. While it is not necessary to
call for a design resulting in completely non-interacting controls, advantage
can be taken of the fact that the ailerons have been designed dominantly to
produce rolling moments while the rudder has been designed to produce yawing
moments. By the very nature of the characteristics of an airplane, if the
rudder is doing an adequate job of minimizing sideslip, the rolling charac-
teristics are dominantly affected by feedback to the aileron alone. Thus
certain feedback paths to the aileron can be identified with roll angle con-
trol while other feedback paths to the rudder are associated with the rudder
coordination system.
The natural response modes of the airplane are the spiral mode, the roll
subsidence mode, and the lateral oscillation. Large excitation of the lateral
oscillation during rolling maneuvers is undesirable. This mode usually is
underdamped, and typically yaw rate is fed to the rudder to increase the
damping ratio of the mode. Finally it is also operationally desirable to
minimize the steady-state sideslip which may exist due to steady bias yawing
torques that may arise from a variety of sources.
Design Procedure. With these operational requirements in view, a design
procedure is suggested as follows: (a) provide a yaw rate feedback path to
the rudder to increase the damping ratio of the lateral oscillation to an
acceptable level, e.g., O.S. (This is readily done from a root locus analysis
inasmuch as it is a very simple feedback loop.) (b) select a roll angle
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response model; (c) provide roll angle and possibly roll rate feedback paths
to the aileron and use the parameter optimization program to select an initial
set of open-loop static sensitivities (gains); (d) provide a rudder coordina-- j
tion signal path structure and using the same roll model as in step (b), use 	 {
the parameter optimization program to select an initial set of coordination
system parameters considering roll angle command as the input and yaw rate
(stability axis) as the output quantity; (e) using the coordination system
parameters found in step (d), reoptimize the roll angle control system pars-
..	 {
meters; (f) using the new roll angle parameters, re-optimize the rudder
coordination system; (g) continue the iteration as needed. As the coordina-
tion system performance improves, it is found that the interaction between the
two sub--systems decreases, and convergence to an acceptable design is rapid.
It is then found that the rudder coordination system parameters primarily
affect the locations of the zeroes of the closed loop system transfer function
relating yaw rate to the roll angle input command with little effect upon the
poles. The roll angle parameter optimization changes the pole locations of
the transfer function relating roll angle to the roll angle command and,
depending upon the compensation structure specified, may or may not change
the closed-loop zeroes.
The above discussion lays the background for selection of the model used
in the paran.ater optimization program for designing a rudder coordination
system. The model expresses the desired transient behavior of the system. If
one were to state as an operational requirement that sideslip should be ltept
zero, there would be no desired transient response, and one could select coor-
dination design parameters so as to minimize the integral squared sideslip
response. As is seen in the examples presented below, such a system design is
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not necessarily the best from an operational point of view. An alternative
expression of desirable characteristics based on the previous discussion is
to state that the yaw angular velocity, as seen in a stability axis coordin-
ate frame, be proportional to the roll angle as the airplane maneuvers to
establish a commanded roll (or bank) angle. The model in this case is a
model of the desired yaw angular velocity transient response, and it can be
obtained from a specification of the roll angle response characteristics.
Such a choice for design optimization leads to a better angular velocity
response with less excitation of the lateral oscillatory mode (Dutch roll)
at the expense of a somewhat greater magnitude of peak sideslip than does
minimizing the root mean square sideslip.
A Continuous System Design. The above procedure was applied for two flight
conditions for the r-8 airplane. A control system configuration was specified
which resulted in the functional block diagram for the system of Figure 4.14.
Roll angle and roll rate were fed to the aileron without additional dynamic
compensation. Yaw rate was fed to the rudder to improve the damping of the
lateral oscillation. To avoid a steady-state rudder deflection during turns,
the indicated yaw rate signal was modified by a first-order high-pass filter.
To provide rudder coordination a compensated aileron to rudder interconnect
signal path was provided. Various compensation dynamics are possible, but
perhaps the simplest is one whose transfer function has a single pole, a
single zero, and a static sensitivity. To reduce steady-state sideslip due
to steady-state yawing moments, the integral of sideslip was provided as a
slow acting sideslip trim path. Use of sideslip to achieve high frequency
sideslip control is unattractive due to the difficulty in measuring dynamic
O.deslip and the reduction of damping of the lateral oscillation that it
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produces. The roll and yaw rate signals were assumed to be obtained from
rate gyros whose input axes were aligned with an orthogonal set of body axes
whose X-axis was displaced from the stability axis coordinate frame X-axis
by the trim angle of attack. The dynamic equations of motion for the air-
plane found in Appendix A are written in this body axis coordinate frame.
The aileron servo was modelled as a second--order lag with undamped
natural frequency of 34.64 rad./sec. and a damping ratio of 1.0103. The
rudder servo was a first order lag with the pole at --25.0 rad./sec. The
complete system was 10th order.
The yaw angular velocity, as seen in a stability axis coordinate frame
(see Figure A-1), has components of both of the body axis roll and yaw rates
as given by equation (4-10)
Wz(st) ^ -Wx sin a0 + W  cos a0 .	 (4-10)
The steady-state yaw rate is
W  (st) ss - (g/v) Oss	 (4-11)
where 
ss 
is the steady-state Euler angle, 0 1 measured as a rotation about the
X body axis, and V is the true airspeed. Equation 4.2 shows that at high
speed the steady-state stability axis yaw rate, which is also the desired
maximum yaw rate, will be small relative to the maximum roll rate that can
result during the rolling maneuver. In a poorly coordinated maneuver, the
roll rate term in equation (4-10) may initially exceed the yaw rate term
giving rise to the negative stability axis yaw rate that pilots find objec-
tionable. Accordingly, it was also decided to provide a roll rate to rudder
path, and let the parameter optimization determine whether )r not it would
be beneficial as part of the rudder coordination system.
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Model Selection. The input to the control system as shown, in Figure 4.14
is the roll angle command signal. For a step function input the system is
callea upon to establish a steady-state roll angle propcvtio nal to the command
with a dynariic transient response approximately the samt as the step function
responsr of the selected model. In order to have a iesirable yaw angular
velocity behavior, the time response of the normalized yaw angular velocity
as seen in a stability axis coordinate frame woula also be approximately the
same as that o , the roll angle. The steady-state values differ, of nurse,
as seen in egL , ,.ion (4-11). one desires to keep sideslip acceptably low
during the maneuver and to reduce the excitation of the airplane's lateral
oscillatory mode.
Since the objective of using this example was to illustrate the use of
the parameter optimization program for designing a rudder coordination system,
the selection of the model for the roll angle command system was arbitrary.
The model transfer function selected was
	
G (p) ^	 1
m	
2^2
	
(4-12)
W
1 +	 p +
n	 W
n
	
= 0.7	 W  = 1.0 ( Rad/sec)
This provided the step function response presented in Figure 4 16 and exhibited
a response time of approximately 3 seconds.
Design Parameters. The design parameters to be selected were the open-loop
static sensitivities and the time constants of the aileron to rudder inter--
,	 connect path compensation filter. Since the static sensitivities of the
airplane were fixed, the open-loop static sensitivities were sT^e^ified by 	 !
expressing the sensitivity of the portion of the loo} from the ouput quantity	 i
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of the airplane through to the control surface displacement. When more than
one quantity was fed to a given control surface, the calibration specified for
a particular path assumed the other paths to that point were open. The design
parameters were
Aileron control paths
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Of these nine parameters the two aileron path parameters were selected by the
parameter optimizzi .tion of the roll angle response. Four of the rudder path
parameters were used in the optimization of the stability axis yaw rare
respon oe. The control system design was not sensitive to the characteristics
of the yaw rate and the integrated sideslip paths to the rudder, and these
paths were designed arbitrarily and held fixed. Thus the parameters used to
specify the rudder coordination system were
CSMM a , 6 r 1 1 Scs [WX , S r 1 1 T Uead)' T(lag)
	
i
1
For the two flight conditions investigated, the optimization placed the lead
	
a
zero at rather high frequency relative to the bandwidth o" the model, and so
in the final design iterations the system was further simplified by elimina-
ting the lead zero and reducing the number of optimization parameters to
ithree.
In optimizing the rudder coordination system parameters, the output
quantity of interest. was the yaw angular velocity as found in a stability axis
coordinate frame. This quantity was formed using equation (4-10). in
attempting to miriimize sideslip during a .rolling maneuver, one is basically
asking the rudder to operate so as to suppress one of the aircraft's degrees
of freedom. This is to a large extent a process of adjusting the zeroes of
the roll input command to yaw angular velocity transfer [unction. it is not
surp—ising that the zero locations are very sensitive to the rudder coordina-
tion design parameters. Indeed the zeroes migrated very rapidly over both the
left and right halves of the complex plane as the parameters were varied.
From the discussion of the performance index of section 2.3, the zeroes
strongly affect the initial response of the error excitation function, i(t).
Thus if the performance index lower integration limit was zero, the performance
is lex was also sensitive to the design parameters, and the slopes of the per-
formance index in parameter space were very large and sensitive. Although the
system was 10th order, if the aileron to rudder interconnect path contained a
zero, the pale-Toro excess of the system roll command to yaw rate transfer
function was )nly two. 	 Without the interconnect path zero, L-he excess was
three. Thus t.h,? model excess could only be two or three respectively. The
pole-zero conf..iquratinn of i(p) was such that the high frequency gain was so
large that oven the minimum value of the averagr-. performance index could be
of the order of 10 rather than 0.10. This caused two advrrse effect,. Most
80!I
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importantly, the optimization traded-off low frequency response behavior
against the high frequency initial state response, usually resulting in poor
sideslip response and excessive excitation of the airplane's lateral oscilla-
tion, secondly, the very large (PI) values due to these high frequency
terms increased the requirements upon the significant figures to be retained
to zma.ntain acceptable computational accuracy. As was discussed in Section
2.3, one needs to trade-off the effects of the initial mismatch of system
and model state vectors versus matching of the state space trajectories
during the rest of the transient response. This can be done through an
iterative variation of the lower integration limit of the performance index.
After th::ee trials, a lower integration limit of 0.05 seconds, which was
approximately (1/60) of the model and system response time, was sufficient
to lead to an acceptable system design.
Design results. Two flight conditions were investigated: M = 1.6 at 12192 M.
altitude and M = 0.56 at 6096 m. altitude. The former was a test case prob-
ably never to be encountered since it corresponded to a roll during a pull-
out maneuver at the extreme corner of the airplane's flight envelope. The
second was a moderate Mach number cruise condition.
The yaw damper loop was designed using the root locus presented in
Figure 4.15. The high-pass filter time constant was specified to be 1.0
second, a value that in current design practice is found to be reasonable.
The integral of sideslip feedbacA gain to the rudder was set at 0.1 sec-1
on the bads of specifying an acceptable time for the reduction of steady-
state sideslip bias. As a further check at the end of the optimization pro-
cedure, iiiase three desi+ln parameters were added as optimization parameters
I	
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and found to be insensitive.
The performance of the final design is presented in Figure 4.16. The
optimized parameter set is listed on the figure. The roll angle response was
acceptably close to that of the model. Although the normalized yaw rate
response deviated somewhat from the roll angle and resulted in the negative
sideslip shown, there was little excitation of the lateral oscillation and
no negative initial swing of the yaw rate. The maximum sideslip was only
0.5% of the commanded roll angle which is certainly acceptable. The most
sensitive rudder coordination system parameter was the static sensitivity of
the aileron to rudder path. Figure 4.1.6 presents the sideslip variation due
to ±25% changes in this gain. The system sensitivity would appear to be
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Lacceptable.
Comparison of an RMS Sideslip Design. The method of evaluating the perfor-
mance index (see Section 3.1) makes it easy to use as a performance index
the integral of the square of the sideslip response. This was done for com-
f
parison purposes, and the response of Figure 4.17 resulted. The normalized
Yaw angular velocity was closer to the airplane roil angle response and the
resultant sideslip was smaller than for the Model Performance Index design.
However there was a much greater unwanted excitation of the lateral oscilla-
tion and an initial negative swing of the yaw angular velocity. Since the
Model Performance Index evaluated the contributions of several output deri-
vatives, it did a better job in reducing the oscillatory -amponent of the
response at the expense of greater sideslip. The optimization procedure thus
presented one with a clear trade-off between sideslip response and yaw angular
velocity response as the performance capability of a practical lateral control
system configuration. The results were also indicating that to reduce the
sideslip further would involve feedback of more states, a complication that
for this application would not be warranted.
Change in Flight Condition. The system configuration obtained for the Mach
1.6 flight condition was then reoptimized for the 6496 m. altitude, Mach 0.56
condition using the same model. The system parameter values that resulted
and the transient responses are presented in Figure 4.18. The system perfor-
mance is comparable to that obtained with the Mach 1.6 condition.
Digital System. If one wished to use a digital computer for the information
processing in such a lateral control system, the Game design procedu_e leads
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to the system configuration shown in Figure 4.19. In this case the input
data for describing the model was the. Z-transfer function of the model.
There is a chance for some ambiguity at this point, inasmuch as there are
several ways of representing a desired continuous transfer function by a
discrete algorithm (see Ref. 4).
To illustrate the difficulties one can encounter in specifying the
Z-transform of the model, one can examine the straightforward Z-transform
of the same second-order model that was used for the continuous sytem in-
cluding a zero--order hold. One obtains for a sampling period of 0.03 seconds
0(z) - 0.43808 X 10-3 (z + 0.98596)
z2 - 1.958032 + 0.95890
(4-13)
The zero, which is introduced by the sampling process, is difficult to inter-
pret physically. If i(z) is formed using equation (3-9), this model zero be-
comes a pole of i(z) on the negative real axis near the point z = -1. Such
a pole contributes an exponential sequence to i(z) at the sample instants with
successive values alternating in algebraic sign. When [i(t)] 2 is formed, this
contribution appears as an exponential response mode similar to a very low
frequency mode at z = +1. such a mode contributes significantly to the time
response, and hence to the performance index and can distort the optimization
process. If one examined the model step response, it was seen that moving
this objectionable model zero to the origin had very little effect upon the
time response. The effect upon i(t) then is that of a very high frequency
negligible system pole. The model transfer function then was
G(z) =
	
0.8700 x 10-4 z
z2
 - 1.95803z + 0.95890
(4-14)
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with poles at
z = 0.97902 + 0.020986j
Note that this is the same form of the transfer function that would have
resulted from using the integrating operators that were used in specifying
the model for the digital C* system example of Section 4.2.
Sim-ilarly the form of the aileron to rudder compensation path is more
complex in the plane, since the sample data representation of a first-order
pole introduces a zero as well as a poly . The general form ior such a filter
then is
cl (z + b0)
G(z)0 	 J (z + a0)
The high-pass filter in the yaw rate to rudder path became (.for T = 0.03 sec)
(z - 1)
^'f (z)	 S cs (Wz6 r, l (z - 0.97045)
and the integrator for the sideslip path was taken to be
0.1 T (z+11)
2 (z -- 1)
Specifying the aileron to rudder compensation filter pole and zero and
the same loop gains as were used in the continuous system to be design para-
meters, the optimized system of Figure 4.19 resulted. The performance index
lower limit was specified as 2 sample periods or 0.06 sec compared with 0.05
sec for the continuous system. The step function time response was indis-
tinguishable from that shown in Figure 4 . 18 which indicated that for this
sampling frequency, the continuous and the discrete systems exhibited essen-
tially the same performance.
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Reduced Sampling Frequenc .. The effect of sampling frequency was also
investigated. Since a different set of design parameters might provide
better performance if a different sampling frequency were used, the para-
meter optimization was repeated using a lower sampling Frequency. The
sample period was 0.1 sec, a factor of 3 chang,. If the time constant of
the yaw rate high-pass filter were kept equal to 1.0 second, the response
shown in Figure 4.20 as curve A resulted. Since the damping ratio of the
lateral oscillation mode for this design was approximately 0.3 and the res-
ponse shows a fair amount of excitation of that model, the optimization was
re-run adding the yaw damper gain and filter time constant as design varia-
bles. For this lower sampling frequency, the optimization program preferred
a filter time constant of 4.1 sec and gave excellent matching of roll angle
and yaw rate as shown in Figure 4.20 as curve B
	 The system design para-
meters are listed on the figure. For the lowered sample frequency, the
aileron to rudder compensation path pole was placed in the left- half plane
rather than the right half plane and the magnitude of the zero was greater
than 1.0. The other design parameters were not greatly different from those
for the higher sample frequency. If the larger yaw rate filter time constant
and the lower sampling frequency were not objectionable from other operational.
specifications, the performance of the lateral coordination system would be
considered to be better at the lower sampling frequency than at the higher
one.
4.4 First Stage Launch Vehicle Control System
In the design of a pitch attitude control system for a rocket launch
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vehicle, the system specifications may consist primarily of a minimum for-
ward loop gain together with a desired gain marain. The gain may be spe-
cified by the allowable engine deflection caused by wind shears encountered
during first stage flight through the atmosphere. Inasmuch as dynamic man-
euvering requirements are minimal for such a vehicle, there may exist
rather broad tolerances upon acceptable dynamic response characteristics.
HenYe in selecting a suitable model one can design the low frequency charac-
teristics from consideration of a simplified analysis of the vehicle rigid
body mode. Rate information to provide damps^.g for the rigid body mode is
assumed to be obtained from a rate gyro and the attitude information from an
il ertial platform. From such an analysis the required angle and rate feed-
back loop gains can be obtained for an assumed variation in atmospheric wind
shear and practical damping requirements. The resulting low frequency pitch
control system can be taken as the model to be used for design of bending
mode compensation. Depending upon the dynamic behavior of sensors and actua-
tors, this rigid body design could be further refined if needed by specifying
minimum values for the loop gains and using the parameter optimization program
to establish other compensation parameters.
When the structural bending modes are added, one may have to add addi-
tional compensation in order to achieve the desired g?in margin. This example
looked at the use of the parameter optimization program in designing a bending
compensation filter for this case_ A functional block diagram for the control
system is shown in Figure 4.21. The corresponding mathematical block diagram
is presented in Figure 4.22. The gyro sensors have been assumed to be lo-
cated at the same fuselage station. The gyros sensed both the rigid body
101
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motion, 0, and the component of the structural bending corresponding toRB
the bending mode slope at the sensor location,^ gql . The ratio of the rate
gyro path static sensitivity to that for the attitude gyro was expressed as
the sensitivity atio (SR) and the required value was taken as 1.0 sec.Y	 ,	 ,	 q	 ^
The system specifications were assumed to lead to a required attitude loop
gain of 1.0, expressed as the ratio of the steady-state engine deflection, 6,
to a steady-state pitch angle, A. The rate gyro was assumed to be repre-
sented as a second-order component with damping ratio of 0.7 and undamped
natural frequency of 120 rad/sec. The engine actuator was a first--order lag
with a pole at -50 rad/sec. At this flight condition the uncontrolled vehicle
was aerodynamically unstable. The transfer functions relating the rigid body {
pitch angle and the bending mode displacement, ql , to the engine deflection
are listed on Figure 4.22. The "tail-wags-dog" zeroes are included.
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Figure 4.23 presents root loci for t;.^s control system. The dominant
rigid body mode was the low frequency oscillatory mode which resulted from the
attitude feedback loop. This mode was adequately compensated by the zero
introduced by the rate gyro loop. (Note that the loci shown in Figure 4.23
m.
include the effects of the high frequency movies although they were outside
the scale range of the figure.) The first bending mode has a frequency of
	 1
approximately 20 rad/sec and the figure shows by the dashed line that without	 -
additional compensation that mode is unstable.
Previous experience had shown that the bending mode could be phase-
stabilized using a second-
-order lag filter placed in the forward path of the
pitch loop. The filter's natural frequency and damping ratio were taken as
	 a
optimization parameters. The order of the overall system was 10. Initial
parameter values that produced at least a stable system were specified. The
parameter optimization was first performed using the required pitch attitude
loop gain of 1.0 using as the model the low frequency rigid body mode that the
simplified analysis predicted.
_	 (1 + p/0.078)
G - (1 + p/0.2)(1 + p/0.55)
This optimization selected a bending mode compensation filter with damping
ratio of 1.4 and undamped natural frequency of 24 . 5 rad/sec.
Increasing the Gain Margin. This design had a gain margin of 1.2 which was
considered to be too low. The performance index does not include any indica-
tion of gain margin. Therefore it was decided to use the program to redesign
the filter using a higher pitch attitude loop gain thareby insuring a larger
I
gain margin at the desired lower loop gain. The forward loop gain was
Sdccordi;tigly in, teased to 1. r, and the optimization was re peaters. Th(- model
was a l sc adjusted to reflect the change in rigid body moor, characteri..,tics.
The filter  df-s i gn that resulted had a damping ratio of 4.3 with undamy)(-td
natural. frequency of 32.2 rad/sec. With this high a value, for the daml,ing
ratio,, the pule:, of this filter were real at -3.9 and -2 7 5 ra ' y;ec:. There-
fore the filter was dominantly a first-order lag rather than the secc:i{i-order
lag that had been originally anticipated. The parameter optimization thus
led to a sipzxlor c±,mpensator design than one would have specified on the basis
of previous E^Y.I ­ Hince. At a forward loop gain of 1.0, this system design
Exhibited a gain margin of 2.4, and the root locus is shown in Figure 4.23 as
the compensated branches. The bending mode branches remained in the left
half plane, and the critical mode arose from the compensation pole: coupling
with one of the booster poles. At the design open loop gain, this mode had a
damping ratio of 0.35. There was very little change in the low frequency gain
margin (l.l), since that was determined essentially by the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of the vehicle. For wind gust inputs the rigid body response was
satisfactory. Although it was not done, the design iteration could have been
continued in the same manner to further refine the gain margin if desired.
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results of the analytical design studies performed in this investi-
gation show that a digital computer parameter optimization program provides
an effective technique for the design of linear automatic control systems.
It permitE one to start with a simple and practical system configuration and
from it evol ve
 a system of acceptable performance with a minimum of complex-
ity. Such a simple system is defined to be the "optimum" one. The inverse
problem ofbaving to simplify a complex configuration which the state vector
feedback approaches introduce is thereby avoided.
Rarely do the operational requirements upon system performance specify
more than the dominant dynamic characteristics of the nominal system response
to operating inputs. in addition, acceptable operational use often results
even for deviations in performance from the nominal within rather broad toler-
ance limits. in such cases very simple compensation networks or similar de-
vices can usually suffice. However selection of the values of their design
parameters may not be obvious if the system is complex, since the rules of
thumb that apply to simple low order systems are difficult to extend to high
order systems whose transfer functions contain several zeroes. The computer
optimization procedure described in this report solves this difficulty by
permitting one to use his knowledge of the characteristics of low order systems
in the design of a reference model and to use the computer to perform the
extonsivr, computations needed to find that parameter set which yields the best
"iciatchirnr," r+' the dominant characteristics of the response of the complex
system to that of thrs simpler model. The computer pro gram accomplishes this
I^
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task by searching for that set of parameters which minimizes a mathematical
functional called the performance index. Therefore one ras to make ttie
further stipulation that when the performance index i ._; minimized the desired
matching between system and model responses indeed resulEs. If that is true,
the optimization procedure provides an efficient method of iesign iteration
r	 which in effect is stating that it discards all of those parameter combina-
tions which would give poorer performance. Having obtained the desired para-
meter set one can usually obtain further insight into ..rny that set is accom-
plishing its purpose! through root locus and/or frequency response analyses
permitting one to examine also such design feasures as sensitivity, gain
margin, etc.
Because the required response characteristics cannot be specified
exactly, as has already been noted, there is no analytical transformation of
the specifications that defines the mathematical functional to use. One is
forced to use that performance index which experience shows will result in
acceptable designs. The Model Ferform^, r.:e Index is recommended as the qua-
dratic functional to use for the optimization process. The advantage of this
index is that it automatically provides the state variable weighting factors
that should be used, and these are the coefficients of the characteristic
equation of a reference model. Its use has led to practical system designs
with acceptable performance. simple performance specifications can be used,
but these mu:.t: be in a form that can be translated into a tolerance boundary
within which the step function response of the system should lie. The model
is selected -^,} that its step response meets the performance specification.
The model can tie of any order subject to the constraint that the excess of its
J,EPRQDUCIBiTY OF 'SHE:
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poles over its zeroes is no greater than that of the closed-loop system when
the system exhibits right half plane zeroes. in general one needs to model
only the dominant modes of response of the system, and the model is typically
of much lower order than the system. Various system response characteristics
can be incorporated into the model design, if desired. In particular, the
ntaximum control effort limitations can be incorporated through specification
of the mndel's acceleration.
Not all of the properties of the Model Performance Index have been
established to date. The importance to be attached to the quantitative value
of the index is one such area. If that could be more clearly defined, the
value of the performance index could be used to establish parameter tolerance
ranges for acceptable performance capabilities and establish specification
parameters similar to the widely used gain margin and phase margin specifica-
tions. A clearer picture of parameter sensitivity using the performance
index would then be possible.
It was found to be necessary to modify the Model Performance Index as
given in references 1 and 3 for these design situations in which there is a
large discrepancy at the initial time between the lower order states up to
the order of the model. This is primarily important for systems having
zeroes in tl^e transfer function. if the model is of different order than the
system, it is impossible to match the state trajectories at t = 0. The opti-
mization process in attempting to achieve an overall trajectory match can
improve the initial portion of the trajectory by permitting poorer matching
at subsequent times. This is equivalent to improving the high frequency
response at the expense of the lower frequency characteristics, which usually
is an unsatisfactory trade-off. The modification used was to place a lower
t'	 i
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flimit upon the performance index integral thereby ignoring the initial portion
of the trajectory. The selection of the lower limit at present is still a
trial and error procedure.
The parameter optimization technique permits one to include all of the
	
r
component characteristics without complicating the feedback structure. These
include actuator and sensor dynamics and certain filter characteristics
chosen for engineering design reasons other than dynamic performance. The
order of the system affects the process primarily in increasing the cost of
the computation. The controlled member, or plant, may have zeroes in either
the left or right half plane as is typical with flight vehicles. The design
variables can be gains, filter time constants, undamped natural frequencies
or damping ratios of components. Practical constraints can be placed upon the
allowable values of the design parameters in a straightforward manner. Digi-
tal information processing can be considered, and the design constants in the
digital section can be either gains or the coefficients of the difference
equation for Z-transform) for compensation filters. Within the dimension
specification of storage arrays in the program, any arrangement of feedback
paths and feed-forward paths to a multiple-input controlled member can be
considered. Any signal path can be taken as the output.
In essence the analysis effort of the engineering design iteration
steps has been computerized in a fashion that permits the engineer to retain
the constraints imposed by practical implementation considerations. Aside
from reducing the manual effort associated with the design process of compli-
cated configurations, those solutions to the problem can emerge which might
have been overlooked or not anticipated or not explored for Tack of time. This
is particularly true of systems whose transfer functions contain zeroes, since
110
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it becomes more difficult to correlate the various pole-zero arrangements in
terms of the resulting transient time response. This can result in a simpler
system than one would have expected, and that is an important advantage of a
computer optimization technique.
The question of system design for stochastic inputs has not been
-treated in this report. Conceptually there would be no change other than
a change in system specification and a corresponding change in performance
	
,I
index. To the extent that one could consider the specification of acceptable
performance in the presence of stochastic inputs as a specification upon the
1
desired frequency response of the system, one can incorporate such specifi-
cations in the design of the reference model. The same design procedure
would then result. Undoubtedly one would specify the model design over a
larger frequency range than would otherwise be necessary. This is an area
for future investigation however.
i
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APPENDIX A
DATA FOR BY-W.PLE DESIGNS
1. F-8 Airplane Longitudinal Data
The longitudinal aerodynamic stability data for the F-8 airplane are
tabulated in Table A-1 for the nine flight conditions investigated. Mass
I
j
and geometric data are as .follows:	 i
a
Mass	 9994 kg	 (648.8 slug)
Pitch Moment of Inertia 	 118640 kg - m2	 (87490 slug-ft2)
Chord	 3.59 m	 (11.8 feet)
Wing Area	 34.67 m2	(374.9 (ft)2)
Tail Length	 4.8 m	 (15.7 feet)
Sensor Location	 4.57 m	 (15 feet)
Stability axes were used for writing the equations of motion. The state
equations are
w
x-	 - A x+ B S
••	 e
e
The A and B matrices for the nine flight conditions are:
(w in in m/sec, 0 and S are in radian)
F.C.1
-0.560	 277.4-18.29
A =	 B =
-0.0256	 -0.146	 -9.26
F.C.2
	
-1..16
	 351.7	 -90.19
	
-0.2037	 0.0362	 -42.0
^	 11^
b
F.c.3
i
-1.05 326.4 -40.60
A - $
-0.102 -0.0150 -17.8
'	 F.C.4
{ -0.653 324.6 -24.99
-0.0623 -0.0100 -11.6
F.C.5
-0.562 154.8j A
1-0.0325
B =
[
-12.591
-0.305 -6.22
F.C.6
-1.360 187.9
A ^ B =
[-36.88]
i
-0.05315 -0.7758 -17.8
F.C.7
-0.820 189.6 -22.34
A-
1-0.0312
8--
-0.4142 -10.85
F.C.8
-1.32 268.6
A -
13 [-49.53 1
 
--0.6956 -23.8
'i
F.C.9
-0.720 252.1
A = B =
[-22.56]
"
i
-0.02986 -0.378 -12.3
2.	 F--8 Lateral Equations
The data for the lateral-directional control system example of Section 4.3
4.3 are presented here. The state equations are written -for a body axis coor-
dinate frame whose X-axis is inclined to the trimmed velocity vector by the
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angle of attack, a0 . The roll angle, 0, is the Euler anqle rotation about
the airplane X axis, and its rate of change therefore contains components of
the angular velocity of the aircraft along both the X and 7 axes as in Fig.
A-1. Again
x= A x+ B u
where
W a
x
X
~
u
_
W 8
r
Two flight conditions were considered.	 (All angle units are radians.) 	 At
Mach = 1.6, 12192 m. altitude:
a0
0 1.0 0.1423 0
0 -1.9066 0.33441 -67.403
A =
0 -0.18778 --0.41197 1.777
0.0208 0.1417 -0.990 --0.2384
0 0
13.387 5.2363
B =
--0.047038 -2.3726
0.0010 0.010
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At Mach = 0.56, 6706 m. altitude:
a0 T 7.75°
'	 0 1.0
	 0.1361 0
0
-2.625
	 1.91 -29.60
A =
0 -0.0759
	 -0.426 2.650
0.0555 0.1359	 -0.9974 -0.2173
_	 0 0
27,0 6.13
B =
1.420 -3.55
0.002315
	 0.04222
Airplane Roll Body Axis
XA
Body Axis Roll Rate
W	 a
x	 o Roll Stability
Axis
\Airplane Trimmed	 X(st)
Velocity Vector
Body Axis Yaw Rate
z
 ggjW	
I
ZA
Airplane Yaw Body Axis
Yaw Stability Axis
Z (st)
Fig. A-1. Coordinate Axis for Aircraft Equation of Motion.
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rTABLE A-1	 Aerodynamic Data for the F-8 Airplane, Longitudinal Axis
FS	 NON DIMENSIONAL LONGITUDINAL STABILITY DERIVATIVES
F.C. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
CD 0.031 0.0415 0,0430 0.0480 0.0410 0.0195 0.0230 0.0175 0.0210
CD 0.115 0.116 0.116 0.116 -0.0167 -0.0175 -0.018 0.115 0.115
M
3T/3U 0.649 --0.1 1.47 0.649 0.50 -0.67 0.3 3.6B 1.47
CL 0.284 0.0775 0.143 0.224 0.452 0.11 0.240 0.11 0.23
CL 0.120 0.117 0.116 0.116 0.144 0.109 0.109 0.08 0.123
M
CD 0.328 0.106 0.217 0.335 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.072 0.210
a
CL 4.864 4.866 4.866 4.866 3.80 3.80 3.81 4.30 4.30
a
C 
-0.145 0.068 -0.002 -0.144 -0.077 -0.07 -0.002 0.01 -0.145
Cm -0.745 -1.55 -1.55 -1.55 -0.715 -0.492 -0.477 -0.525 -0.59
10 a
^
Cli 0.573 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.55 0.55 0.550 0.604 0.532
Cm -0.967 -0.882 -0.84 -0.39 -0.895 -0.86 -0.87 -0.96 -0.964
^- ^ e 
Cm 1.16 2.7 2.7 2.7 -0.283 -0.233 -0.200 -0.070 -0.070
Cm -3.45 -2.85 -2.85 -2.85 -3.50 -3.47 -3.45 -4.1 -4.1
^ g
" Altitude 13.7 5.18 10.7 13.7 7.62 1.22 6.10 6.10 10.7
(km.) -
a	 ,
r	 Q	 a
TABLE A-1 (continued)
F. C. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
t
:Mach No. `	 0.94
#
1.1 1.1 1.1 0.5 0.56 0.6 0.85 0.65
a0 (3eg) 4.7 1.5 2.4 3.7 7.7 2.7 4.6 2.3 3.9
±	 Se	 (deg) --4.5 -1.26 -2.9 -5.0 -4.68 -2.22 -2.6 -1.93 -2.6
0
V(m/s) 277 352 326 325 155 188 190 267 252
q(k^V/m- } 4.84 44.6 20.2 12.52 6.56 19.20 11.7 23.6 12.1
YY
i. y
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